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itjerne elected ASUOP president; 
Ian to cut Senate size okayed 
IAVID OTTENFELD 
cifican staff writer 
Alexia Stjerne was elected as the 
sew president of the Associated Stu-
ents of the University of Pacific last 
eek. 
? Stjerne garnered 284 of the 608 
!r' otes in a four-way race. By gaining 
• 6.7 percent of the vote, nearly half 
* [ the total electorate, she was well 
'l head of the second place candidate. 
"I'm absolutely thrilled and ex-
1 ited to start the year off as presi-
lent," said Stjerne. "I think it's going 
obe a good year and I'm really look-
ig forward to it." 
[ Stjerne went out into the UOP 
j ommunity to find support with vari-
IUS groups and organizations for her 
ampaign. 
"Part of it was going out to cer-
ain clubs and organizations, taking 
mt five to ten minutes, and speak-
ng to them," said Stjerne. "It was 
laving flyers and posters up, and just 
alking to people. 1 think on election 
lay, being out there and showing my 
ace really helped." 
[ With four candidates up for the 
'residential position, the variety of 
hoices helped in making the election 
tough contest. 
I "I think all the candidates were 
ery well-qualified," said Stjerne. "It 
'as a very challenging race. I think 
veryone really put their heart into 
Presidential candidate Ren Bee, a 
?shman pre-pharmacy student from 
race Covell, finished a strong sec-
id in the field of four with 26.6 per-
nt of the vote. He lost 35 of his 162 
Junior Kristyn Nagata (center) votes last Tuesday in the ASUOP elections. 
votes because of his campaign viola­
tions 
"It was just some minor viola­
tions," said Bee. 
ASUOP officials because of ille­
gal distribution and posting of flyers 
in areas not permitted, violating the 
rules that govern the ASUOP election. 
But Bee believes that the election 
went well for him and maintained 
that participation by the student 
body is important. 
"I feel if you're going to bitch 
about something that's wrong, you 
better participate in the govern­
ment," said Bee. "Otherwise, don't 
bitch about it because you have no 
right to bitch about it. That's how it 
works. see ASUOP election page 5 
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nowledge e 
CHRISTINEILL 
Pacifican staff writer 
Do you know who California's 
two U.S. senators are? How about 
the governor of California? 
According to a survey taken by 
the spring 1996 Communication 
Research Methods class a lot of 
UOP students don't know the an­
swers to these questions. 
The survey found: 
• Only 35 percent of the stu­
dents surveyed knew that Diane 
Feinstein and Barbara Boxer are 
California's senators; 46 percent 
knew just Boxer and 61 percent 
named just Feinstein. 
"This is not surprising at all," 
said Cindy Ostberg, a political sci­
ence professor. 
"It's sad they (the students) 
don't know their politicians, but 
the average American has what 
they consider better things to do," 
said Ostberg. 
See Survey page 3 
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News in Brief 
Anderson Y to host 
Strawberry Breakfast 
A Mother's Day tradition, the. 
Anderson Y's annual Strawberry 
Breakfast, celebrates its 65th year on 
Sunday, Mat 12 in the UOP's Regents 
Dining Room. 
The breakfast of fresh strawber­
ries, gourmet scrambled eggs, freshly 
baked biscuits, homemade jam and 
beverages is $7 for adults, $4 for stu­
dents. Serving begins at 8 a.m. and 
lasts until 1 p.m. Music is provided 
by UOP Conservatory students. 
Student volunteers from several 
campus service organizations, includ­
ing the Anderson Y center, will serve 
mothers and other tguests. Tickets 
will be available at the door or from 
the Y, located across Pacific Avenue. 
The event is an annual fundraiser 
for Anderson Y, which connects UOP 
students with the community. The Y 
offers tutoring services for children 
ages kindergarten through high 
school, day and summer camps for 
seven to 12-year-olds, and is the lead 
agency for the annual Celebrate Di­
versity festival at UOP. 
The centeY was named the 
. natio.rTs.421st Daily Point of Light by 
President Bush in 1991 for "success­
fully addressing our most pressing 
social problems through community 
service." 
To reserve tickets for the Straw­
berry Breakfast, or to learn more 
about community service programs, 
call (209) 946-2444. 
Local business 
conditions expected 
to be worse in 1996 
Area purchasing managers per­
ceived that business conditions 
would be worse for the first quarter 
of 1995, according to the first 1996 
report of the San Joaquin Business 
Conditions Survey. 
However, the managers surveyed 
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also expect the second quarter of 
1996 to show improvement in busi­
ness conditions. As in prior area sur­
veys, perceptions about the northern 
San Joaquin valley economy continue 
to be more optimistic than views of 
the national economy, which was re­
flected in the April survey of the Na­
tional Association of Purchasing Man­
agement. 
The survey is conducted by UOP's 
Eberhardt School of Business in co­
operation with NAPM. It debuted in 
April 1995. 
The survey compares local and 
national economic trends, and is 
patterened after NAPM's well-known 
"Report on Business." Managers in 
service businesses, government 
aagencies and manufacturers are 
polled regarding their views on eco­
nomic conditions. 
Library hours for 
finals week 
The UOP library will be open 
longer hours during pre-exam week 
and finals week 
For pre-exam week, May 7 to 11, 
hours will be 7:45 a.m. until midnight 
Tuesday through Thursday; 7:45 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. Friday; and 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Saturday. The library will be open 
from 7:45 to 11 p.m. on Monday, May 
6. 
Later hours continue into exam 
week, May 12 through 16. They are, 
Sunday, 11 a.m. to midnight, and 
Monday through Thursday, 7:45 a.m. 
to midnight. On Friday, May 17, 
hours will be 7:45 to 5 p.m.; week­
end hours for May 18 and 19 are 1 to 
5 p.m. 
Setting it Straight 
The date for the 5th Annual 
Delta Humane Society 
fundraiser, planned in part by 
Sport Management students, 
was omitted from the story in 
last week's issue (April 25). The 
benefit will be held tomorrow, 
May 3, at Delicato Vineyards. 
For tickets or more informa­
tion, call the Delta Humane 
Society at 466-0331. 
We want to make sure the sto­
ries in The Pacifican are cor­
rect. If an error has been made, 
please contact Editor-in-Chief 
Kate Lamping by telephone at 
(209) 946-2115, by fax at (209) 
946-2195 or by e-mail at 
Pacifican@vmsl.cc.uop.edu. 
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News Page 3 
Pacifican Poll 
Students feel safer walking 
on campus during day 
irvey 
0ued from page 1 
A breakdown of the poll results 
owed significant differences among 
1(lent sub groups. For example in 
IB1S of the question "Which party 
^trols Congress?" yielded the fol­
ding responses: 
•Upperclassmen were more likely 
know that the Republicans control 
,th houses, 72 percent of juniors 
id seniors answered correctly com-
ued with 45 percent of freshmen 
id sophomores who answered cor-
ctly. 
• 69 percent of Conservatives 
iswered the question correctly com-
ired with 56 and 55 percent of mod-
ates and liberals. 
"People aren't interested in poli-
jians," said Ostberg. 
, "They think they are corrupt and 
\ an't influence our day to day lives, 
ibis attitude comes with a lack of 
jjiowledge of politics," said Ostberg. 
i In contrast other survey results 
"flow: 
" • 96 percent knew that Clinton 
as a Democrat. 
• 95 percent knew that George 
»ush preceded Clinton as the presi-
• 90 percent knew that A1 Gore 
(as the Vice-President of the United 
" tates. 
• Only 83 percent knew that Wil-
on was the governor of California. 
"That's good," said Ostberg. 
Ostberg attributed this knowl­
edge to the fact that there was more 
media attention on these public fig­
ures. 
"Clinton is getting younger 
people voting. He's making an effort 
and trying to appeal to a younger 
audience. Maybe that's positive, but 
as a whole Americans just aren't in­
terested in politics," said Ostberg. 
About the 
poll... 
The Second Annual UOP 
Student Survey was co-spon­
sored by The Pacifican and the 
Communication Department 
Research Methods class. The 
class interviewed a non scien­
tifically selected sample of 432 
UOP students on the Stockton 
campus between April 1-5 and 
asked their views toward a vari­
ety of issues. The results pro­
vided an in depth look at how 
a large number of UOP students 
feel about such issues as cam­
pus crime, Greek life and poli­
tics, but do not represent the 
views of all students on campus. 
SANDY DENHAM 
Pacifican staff writer 
An overwhelming majority of stu­
dents say they feel safe while walk­
ing on the UOP campus during the 
day, but the percentage drops at 
night, according to a non random 
poll of 432 students. 
The survey was conducted in 
April by the Communication Re­
search Methods class in the Commu­
nication Department and co-spon­
sored by The Pacifican. 
Overall, 92 percent of UOP stu­
dents said they "generally feel safe 
while walking alone on campus dur­
ing the day." Five percent of the 
population do not feel safe and 3 per­
cent do not have an opinion either 
way. 
Ninety-three percent of the 
women that were surveyed felt safe 
on campus during the day while 90 
percent of the males said that they 
felt safe. 
In contrast, 56 percent of the stu­
dents surveyed, "generally feel safe 
while walking on campus alone at 
night," 35 percent disagreed, and 9 
percent remained neutral. 
Sixty-three percent of the stu­
dents said they are worried about 
their car "being stolen or broken into 
on campus," 24 percent were neutral, 
and 13 percent have no idea whether 
they are worried or not. 
Robert Callaway, director of UOP 
Public Safety, was very pleased with 
the results of the survey. 
"The percentages for the first and 
second questions [feel safe during the 
day/night] I really like. The third 
question [worry about car] I can un­
derstand because of some of the thefts 
and break-ins we have had." 
"Public Safety has to make it even 
better next year," he said. 
The statistics have improved 
compared to the results from a simi­
lar 1994-95 survey: 
• Seventy-six percent of the stu­
dents said they generally feel safe 
during the day, 15 percent were neu­
tral on the issue and 10 percent said 
they did not feel safe. 
• At night, 50 percent of students 
surveyed usually feel safe while walk­
ing on campus at night, 32 percent 
did not feel safe, and 18 percent felt 
neutral. 
• Fifty-two percent of students 
said they often worry about their car 
being broken into or stolen on cam­
pus. 29 percent said they didn't, while 
19 percent remained neutral. 
Some students felt the 1995-96 re­
sults sounded accurate. 
Junior Stephanie Boore said, "Yes, 
I do feel very safe at campus. I do not 
live on campus, but whether I am 
here during the day or at night I am 
not really afraid. Public Safety is al­
ways whizzing around on their bikes 
anyway." 
Attention Qvci(Cu(itiit0 S^Tiiovs! 
Zero 'Year {Reunion 
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Campus Crime Report 
BURGIARY 
Classroom Building-Apr 22-Computers 
THEFT 
Off Campus (Rosemarie Lane)-Apr 22-
Parking permit 
Grace Covell Hall-Apr 23-Backpack and 
contents 
VANDALISM 
Eiselen House-Apr 18-Broken outside 
window on 3rd floor 
Lot #4 (behind School of Education)-
Apr 21-Unknown(s) keyed a white '94 
Ford Probe 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Eiselen House (basement)-Apr 18-
Washing machine caught on fire 
Kensington Way-Apr 18-Possession of 
narcotics 
Lot #7 (behind sororities)-Apr 19-Hit 
and run accident; front end damage 
Stadium Drive-Apr 19-Non-student in 
possession of narcotics 
South Service Road (by Psychology)-
Apr 23-Intoxication 
DID YOU KNOW? 
During this period of time. Public Safety 
officers provided 126 hours of foot patrol 
to the campus, provided 7 escorts, found 
10 open windows/doors, contacted 12 sus­
picious persons and investigated 6 suspi­
cious circumstances, and cited 4 individu­
als with open alcohol containers. Offic­
ers also assisted 11 stranded motorists. 
If you have any inquires about any of the 
information provided in this report, you 
are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Hous­
ton, Associate Director of Public Safety 
at 946-2537 or Extension 2537 from cam­
pus phones. You may also call anony­
mously to report any suspicious circum­
stances or persons. 
J  > • • • • '  
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Pi Kappa Alpha becomes newest chartered fraterni 
KRIS PERERA 
Pacifican staff writer 
New friendships, goals and a lot 
of determination played key roles in 
the success of Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity's long haul from colony to 
charter, which became official April 
12. 
Pike is now the newest fraternity 
chapter on campus. Receiving a char­
ter from national headquarters means 
the men have completed a standard 
series of goals and requirements 
achieved by every Pi Kappa Alpha 
chapter internationally. 
The colonization process started 
in October 1994 where the original 
22-25 members set long-term goals to 
determine the stan­
dards they wanted their 
fraternity to meet. 
Pi Kappa Alpha's 
goals, which included 
2,000 community ser­
vice hours, increased 
membership, creating 
their own bylaws and 
raising their overall GPA 
were met and recog­
nized by their initiation 
and installment ban­
quet last month. 
Three initiation 
teams from Sacramento 
State, Santa Clara Uni­
versity and University of 
California, Davis, as well 
as Pike's international 
president, two delegates from nation­
als and the director of expansion who 
traveled to the black tie banquet, 
which was held at the Klamath meet­
ing and reception facility. 
Alumni who had been active dur­
ing colonization and parents of the 
new initiates were also in attendance. 
Pi Kappa Alpha President 
Scott Kilpatrick 
"It was a great day for all of us 
because everything we had done in 
the past year and a half all came to 
that moment," said external vice 
president Brian Barber. "I think the 
process, especially the way that na­
tionals conducted it, was very good 
because they didn't just say 'Here, you 
guys are Pikes...Go.' They wanted to 
make sure that we could uphold all 
the standards that the fraternity had 
for 140 years." 
Senior Matty Engelken said, "It 
was the end of a long road and it was 
our goal to receive a charter. For me 
(since I am graduating) it was some­
thing to see and something to be a 
part of while I was here at UOP. I was 
there from day one and it was good 
to see that all of our 
hard work finally 
came together." 
Pi Kappa Alpha, 
which now has 54 ini­
tiates, has tried to cre­
ate a program that is 
unique to its own 
members. One of the 
ways they will 
achieve this is by cre­
ating a pledging pro­
gram in which the 
pledge class will de­
velop a strong cohe­
sion without hazing. 
"It has been our 
goal to do everything 
different than any­
one else does," said 
President Scott Kilpatrick. "We've 
gone on the same fundamentals but 
we've always tried to change things 
and adapt it to the way we wanted to 
see it. A lot of people are really rooted 
in the traditions and don't want to 
change anything to make it better but 
like time, it is always changing and if 
'STOCKTON'S MUTING PLACE" 
NORTHERN ITALIAN CUISINE 
OVERLOOKING QUM. LAKES 
LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET 
PATIO DINING • BANQUETS • CATERING 
STEAKS • SEAFOOD • CHICKEN 
PASTAS • DAILY SPECIALS 
HAPPY HOUR MON-FRI 5-7 
'COMPLIMENTARY HORS D'OEUVRES' 
473-5999 
4722 QUAIL LAKES 
(OFF MARCH LANE) STOCKTON 
OPEN 7 DAYS • MON-FRI LUNCH & DINNER 
SATURDAY DINNER ONLY • SUNDAY BRUNCH 10-2 
SUNDAY DINNER FROM 5PM ON 
Some of the members of Pi Kappa Alpha 
Greg Manhire, Dan Goodman, Brian 
Derek Waarich, Jack Larkin. 
. Back row, l-r, Tim Dickson, John B«iil<inev 
Tibbens; front row, l-r, Scott KilpathJ 
you don't adapt and change to make 
things better you are living in the past 
and you're not going to get the best 
out of what you are doing." 
Junior Ken Olofson said, "It is an 
incredible sense of accomplishment 
especially for the original guys be­
cause we all took a huge gamble ac­
cepting a bid from Pike, fearing re­
jection from the rest of the campus, 
wondering if it crashed would we be 
alienated into nothing. But it turned 
out to be an incredible experience." 
The fraternity will officially re­
ceive their charter this summer, wh&ld be 
selected members travel to Kans [lied: 
City for the international leadersh :be a 
conference. II a i 
"Reaching all of these goals an jut in: 
spending so much time together pe: 
really feel as though I have creati hat 
friendships for life and connectioi ieingt 
for life that are invaluable and at thint 
same time we have been productiv jcot; 
on top of that," said Barber. "It hi 
been a growing experience for mi 
taught me a lot of responsibility an 
been a hell of a lot of fun as well 
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News Page 5 
ew ASUOP president envisions changes 
i Student Senate, start of Club Council 
iriD OTTENFELD 
jfican staff writer 
Alexia St j erne will be taking over 
listie Dickey's position as president 
5UOP, and while the campaign 
was difficult and time consum-
she had time to think about her 
on of the future of UOP. 
Stjerne, a junior business student 
considered running for the posi-
in the past. She was the presi-
of Student Association of the 
1 of Business Administration in 
usiness school for two years, 
:h gave her a seat in the senate. 
Stjerne wanted to challenge her-
and expand her repertoire. 
"I've wanted to do it for a couple 
m now," said Stjerne. "I thought 
ould be fun and I thought it 
vuld be challenging. I thought it 
ipld be a good experience and I 
lild fill a need that was there and 
% out in some way." 
Stjerne said she has already de-
id what she plans to do for the 
e being when going into office, 
e '1 want to start moving on an in-
ejclub council where every person 
•ijevery club is accountable for hav-
ip person there at the counsel," 
d Stjerne. 
As for the constituent schools, she 
nks that there needs to be more 
ity among them and they should 
:ome more involved with the stu­
nt body. 
"I'd love for the constituent presi-
nts to have a round table meet ev-
two weeks, every month, and get 
dents involved through the con­
sent schools," said Stjerne. "I 
n't think they're as strong as they 
fold be, and they really need to get 
Ionized. We have the money. We 
ght as well be using it." 
Stjerne wants to give more pub-
wteem to the positions at ASUOP. 
th Measure A passed, she feels that 
is can now happen. 
think it's really time to put a 
little more emphasis on senate, make 
being a senator an important posi­
tion, and give it the prestige it de­
serves," said Stjerne. "We really need 
to get those senators involved in the 
campus, and not just let them go to 
senate once a week. They really need 
to get involved and know that 
they're an important part of ASUOP." 
Stjerne is hoping to write a 
weekly column for The Pacifican, and 
have a World Wide Web, or open an 
e-mail account for students to write 
in to ask questions or make com­
ments. 
"I'd love it if next year around 
this time, I could say students knew 
a little bit more about what was go­
ing on on-campus, feeling that 
there's a strong community here," 
said Stjerne. 
Alexia Stjerne 
ASUOP elections result in major structural changes 
continued from page 1 
Other final results for ASUOP 
president were as follows: Martha 
Scott Johnson had 54 votes (8.9 per­
cent), Amie Doolittle with 52 (8.6%), 
and there were 36 write-in votes (5.9 
percent). 
Measure A passed with 55.2 per­
cent of voters. The measure will cut 
down the size of Senate, reducing the 
number of seats from 27 to 17. 
The ex-official members include 
the President, Speaker of the Senate, 
Treasurer, Legal Affairs Commis­
sioner, and a Faculty/Staff Advisor. 
The rest of senate will be "comprised 
of elected representation from each 
constituent school, and senators at 
large." ,, . 
"The size has lent itself to intimi­
dating settings and cumbersome or­
ganizational logistics," according to 
the bill's justification. "It would be 
more efficient to have a university 
official on the Senate, to promote 
greater communication between 
ASUOP and the university." 
By lessening the government, it 
will help the cohesiveness and im­
prove the communication between 
the ASUOP officers. The measure 
became controversial because of the 
seats that would be lost and the dras­
tic change in the way ASUOP is run. 
"I felt that there was a lot of op­
position, and you can tell just by the 
numbers and percentages," said 
Stjerne. "There's a lot of negative feel­
ings and vibes about it, so I'd like to 
really make the student body aware 
of what it is and know that it's going 
to aid senate and aid the majority of 
the people." 
Election turnout was impressive 
strong showing in this year's election, 
and he feels part of that was due to 
ASUOP's promotion and publicity of 
the event. But Bee believes that in 
the future, the election process 
should be a week long. 
Class senator positions were on 
the ballot as well, with voting for 
sophomore, junior, and senior repre­
sentatives. Kristy Cameron (17) and 
Rhonda Green (14) won the sopho­
more seats. Carmelita Tolentino (94) 
had an impressive showing winning 
the junior position in senate. And 
for the seniors, with eight votes a 
piece, Jignesh Patel and Brian Carlson 
both captured seats. 
•°N- THUR 5-2 
FRIDAY I 2-2 
W 8. SUN 7-2 
STOCKTON ROCKS 
SPORTS BAR A NITECI-US 
(200) 052-3474 
DAY - KARAOKE from 10 - I 
DAY - 2 FOR I ORlNlC from 9:30 - 12.3 from m & -90s 
\IESDAY - CLUB EUROPA - THE BEST DAN<-t nu 
$1.25 DRINKS FROM 9:30 •'2 3° rOVER TILL 10 
Y A "SATURDAY - DANCE PARTY NITES - NO COVER TILL 
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Delta Delta Delta 
would like to congratulate their Seniors 
and wish them the best ol luck in the future. 
Katie Lamping Lori Lischner 
Kelly Ward Kelly Lamey 
Shelly Nolen Mollie Steinman 
Erin Kirby Heather Kellen 
KaSandra Husar Anne Miller 
Sarah Wilkes Kristen Guidi 
Laura Grilli Kerry O'Connor 
Laura Heartfield Nicole Helmen 
Carrie Kandasamy Robyne Shirley 
Amy Mellen A J Quintanal 
Christa 0'Neil 
y 
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Parking Nazi strikes again 
KRIS PERERA 
Pacifican staff writer 
A few weeks ago I ended my col­
umn thanking Public Safety for not 
finding my illegal parking spot de­
spite this nagging feeling that if I 
wrote that, I would find a charming, 
pink ticket on the hood of my car. 
(Of course the tickets are pink which 
is just about the most gruesome color 
to date next to puce.) 
Well, they still haven't found it, 
but the parking nazi has managed to 
find every other spot I park in on 
campus and given me tickets for not 
being the president and not display­
ing UOP pride by having one of those 
octagon stickers on my bumper. 
Thank god Hootie and the Blow-
fish put out another album so they 
have something to put on T.V. to re­
place all the spots previously taken 
up by the O.J. Simpson trial. You turn 
on the radio...Hootie. You turn on the 
T.V more Hootie. You open a 
magazine...Hootie, Hootie, Hootie. 
They're everywhere and there is 
no escape. I was just starting to en­
joy the radio again as it seemed they 
didn't talk about them much after 
they sold over 11 million albums. 
Now they are back. Will it ever end? 
...The parking nazi has 
managed to find every 
other spot I park in on 
campus and given me 
tickets for not being the 
president and not 
displaying UOP pride by 
having one of those 
octagon stickers on my 
bumper. 
What happened to that alterna­
tive rock station KDJK (95.1 FM)? I 
turned it on the other day to hear The 
Scorpions belting out tunes and got 
confused. I remember that on April 
Fool's Day a few years ago, KROQ 
(106.7) in Southern California played 
what I guess is called "hard rock" stuff 
all day and confused the hell out of 
everyone. But this wasn't April Fool's. 
Oh well, now we are left to suffer 
with KWOD (106.5) and that after­
noon DJ with the horrible accent for 
the rest of our UOP lives. Just another 
reason to dislike Stockton. 
The music scene on campus is 
steadily improving. Both Pike and 
Omega Phi had live bands at their 
parties this weekend which kind of 
added a new twist. I didn't get a 
chance to attend Omega's bash, but 
according to my roommate the band 
was pretty good. That is with the ex­
ception of the lead singer's obsessive 
compulsive disorder about keeping 
on his sunglasses on regardless of the 
dim lights. Reminds me of that 80s 
Corey Hart tune, "I wear my sun­
glasses at night...so I can, so I can." 
Remember? And in the video he was 
lounging around this jail in desper­
ate need of his shades. Nevermind. 
People seemed happy to groove 
to live music at Pike. The theme was 
"Graffiti Party" and everyone ran 
around with permanent pens and 
wrote on everyone else's white T-
shirts. 
It takes a lot to get me to dance 
(I'm pretty uncoordinated) but I 
think what really inhibited me that 
night was the fact that my friend 
wrote, "I'm easily manipulated...try 
me" on the front of my shirt. Other 
favorites include, "I nee penis" (the 
d was nowhere to be found), 
"Grandma gives good lovin" and "Sea 
Bass is my name...you don't know 
me." 
It is a really cool idea for a party 
except that I spend most of the time 
stressing out trying to think of some­
thing brilliant to write. The only 
things I can ever come up with I 
ripped off of my fresh Matt Groening 
(creator of "The Simpsons" and the 
syndicated comic "Life in Hell) cal­
endar. Because of that calendar I also 
know that the Eskimo pie was pat­
ented on my birthday. They just have 
Matt Groening quotes on every page. 
Some of my favorites include: "Al­
ways crush eggshells so witches can­
not use them as boats," "Good luck 
is an eel in the pond of fools," and 
"A head without a brain has no need 
for a hat." The last one is the best. 
Advice column 
Ask Pebbles and Barn-Bam 
Dear Pebbles and Bam-Bam, 
My boyfriend chews, and I find it 
disgusting. I can look past his hick ap­
pearance to see he's a good person. But I 
feel like vomiting when I see chew spit 
dangling from his chin, even after he's 
finished chewing. Once he kissed me with 
a dip in his mouth, and didn't find out 
until he told me the next day. I felt like 
slapping him really hard. Chewing ap­
palls me, and I want him to stop What 
to do? 
Copenhagen 
my fluids qmck enough to replenish0*' 
self for her sexual urges. Smetl 
strange pains near my groin ar&n 
do I get her to slow down? 
Tired 
Dear Copenhagen, 
Chewing is bad habit because it 
is an addictive habit, which is often 
hard to shake. It also causes many 
serious health problems like gum and 
tooth decay, and cancer. You should 
tell him how much you're bothered 
by it, and refuse to kiss him unless 
he quits. If that doesn't work, put 
Tabasco sauce in his chew and mix it 
in nicely. It's a mean joke, but he'll 
get your point. 
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Dear Pebbles and Bam-Bam, 
My sexual partner is a nymphoma­
niac. She can never have enough sex, and 
even wants it five or six times a day. 
She's great in bed, and I want to satisfy 
her needs. I started taking vitamin E to 
build up my sperm, but I can't build up 
Dear Tired, 
Although there is no actual me 
cal condition known as nympho, T'; 
nia, some people do have strorT1 
sexual urges then others. Your i 
friend would be a dream, for her 
havior is not uncommon, but i 
even be scary for you since she's, 
even reached her sexual peak. \ 
should perform more oral sextos 
isfy her, which will at least limit I 
use of your unit. That way you wo 
have as much pain in your groin 
gion, and sex may be more enjoya 
for you. Vitamin E is a proven re: 
edy to limited sperm production,a 
that will help you replenish whaty 
lose. She loves having you, especia 
in bed, and you need to find a way 
have sex that fulfills both of yo 
needs. It will make both of you ha ^ 
pier and make your manhood h; 
pier as well. 
ic'sFal 
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Do you have a problem? Need 
vice? Write to Pebbles and Bam-Bi 
care of The Pacifican, third floor Hai 
Hall. 
o 
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omecoming becomes Fall Festival 
ELIA dejeu 
cifican guest writer 
attention: There will not be a 
^Homecoming. I repeat, no 1996 
becoming. The reason simply be-
that the name has been changed 
'acific's Fall Festival. 
To visualize what the Homecom-
iCommittee is considering for this 
ival; let's take a trip to the future, 
ticularly to October 26,1996. You, 
students, faculty and Stockton 
imunity, are about to witness the 
ining of a new tradition at UOP. 
It's 10 a.m. and for the first time, 
•ic's Fall festival is being held in-
the stadium, not on the sunken 
,J. As you enter, your first thought 
•Wow where's the cool music com-
from?" Then you realize it's 
jup X, a group you actually recog-
fe (some live name entertainment 
it has not yet been decided). Next 
look around and see tons of 
jths and activities! 
If you've attended Homecoming 
[the past, you're probably noticing 
it there seems to be more here then 
time, and you're right. 
In addition to the children's cor-
i, craft area, dunking booths, and 
s usual activities, there are exhib-
[booms, and demonstrations tar-
ted at the student population at 
DP. . . 
Some of your students may re-
imber expressing an interest for 
! h pes of booths, and this is what 
ise Giovinazzo, Alumni Director 
and Chairperson of the Home-
ling (Committee, and the rest of 
committee have come up with. 
If y ju're a student, the first place 
I'll check out is the School and 
liege corner. There you see your 
'ineering friend demonstrating the 
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Last years Homecoming Festival on the Sunkin field. 
robot he built. Your Conservatory 
roommate is contributing to a musi­
cal instrument demonstration. 
There's the Virtual Reality demo 
that you can't resist the urge to try, 
And look! A big screen television with 
the World Wide Web available for 
interaction. And there, at the sophis­
ticated-looking booth, is your paint­
ing; displayed for everyone to see in 
the student art show. With so much 
to do, how will you ever get done by 
7 p.m. 
With all that walking around, 
you're starting to get hungry and 
you're thinking, "No, not dining hall 
food!" Well, you're in luck. There are 
plenty of local vendors selling food 
and, also a first, there are student ven­
dors as well. So maybe a hot dog 
sounds pretty good now and with 
some cool lemonade... 
Now back to all the excitement 
of the festival. 
You've been notified that Greek 
Week has been extended to end on 
this day and their lip sync contest will 
hp starting soon. You know you can t 
miss that! And later, there's a men's 
volleyball game that's sure to be great. 
As you're heading in the direction 
of the dunking booths one last time 
to watch some unlucky victim take a 
dive into the water pit, you notice 
Terrise at the booth, proudly admir­
ing the scene around her. You just 
have to walk over and congratulate 
the committee on a job well done. 
"Well," she says, "we really envi­
sioned this festival to be an interac­
tive celebration of the university. We 
hoped the students would feel this is 
their festival, not only this year; but 
when they return to campus 10, 20, 
even 50 years from now. " 
Now you have to keep in mind 
that this is a make believe story. The 
events mentioned here have not been 
finalized. They are merely ideas. 
However, it is a story that could 
easily become real. What do you 
think? we want your input, sugges­
tions, comments. Any of these can be 
directed to Terrise Giovinazzo at (209) 
946-2391. 
Happy Hours 
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What's up doc? 
Contraception 
seminar shows 
new trends 
SARAH M. GRIMES, M.D. 
Cowell Health Center 
In March of this year, 1 attended 
the Contraceptive Technology Con­
ference in Los Angeles. This confer­
ence provides a great forum for learn­
ing the latest in trends in contracep­
tion as well as the opportunity to lis­
ten to leaders in the field. 
Dr. Robert Hatcher, the author of 
"Contraceptive Technology," asks 
each person attending to write down 
at least three new goals they plan to 
carry out after they return home. This 
year one of my goals is to make in­
formation about contraception more 
available to the students at UOP. 
1 would like to give a seminar on 
contraception starting in the fall of 
1996. This seminar/discussion group 
would discuss all forms of contracep­
tion from abstinence to natural meth­
ods. 
My hope is that I can disseminate 
this information, so that students can 
become better informed consumers of 
these products. A better informed 
consumer can make healthier choices 
on an individual basis. 
In addition, a discussion group 
allows for more detail and an oppor­
tunity to share experiences. If the 
seminar is informative and well at­
tended, it could be offered each se­
mester and possibly expanded to 
cover other topics. 
A survey will be available in the 
health center to gather more input 
from students. If you are interested, 
you may also call the Health Center 
at 946-2315. 
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bjnnev. majors and more! 
Warning: Spring, summer 
can cause ego meltdown! 
BURTON JAY NADLER 
Director UOP Career Services 
As I have warned in previous col­
umns, friends and family will use 
these seasons to ask the most inop­
portune and anxiety-provoking ques­
tions. It's getting hot enough with­
out added stressful queries of not-so-
well meaning significant others. 
Seniors, be prepared to respond to: 
• "Do you know what you will be do-
j ing after you graduate?" 
. "What are your plans after com­
mencement ?" 
»"Have you done anything related 
to job hunting yet?" 
Juniors, be ready to answer: 
• "Have you thought of getting a sum­
mer job or internship to look good 
on your resume?" 
• "What can you really do with your 
major?" 
• "What are your plans for the sum­
mer?" 
Sophomores and freshmen, you're 
not immune, so be able to answer: 
• "Have you thought of what you are 
going to do this summer to earn some 
money for school?" 
• "Haven't you chosen a major yet?" 
• "What are you going to do this 
summer ?" 
If you have your own appropri­
ate or clever answers to these inquir­
ies, great! If not, cut out this column, 
keep a neatly folded copy with you 
at all times, and be prepared to cite 
the responses bellow. Simply say the 
following: 
"Yes, I have thought about and 
begun my job search efforts! And the 
staff of UOP's Career Services will con­
tinue to help me throughout the sum­
mer." 
"I am currently conducting career 
)unseling and regularly communi­
cating with UOP's Career Services, so 
I am confident I will have very clear 
goals and an effective search strategy 
soon!" 
"I have taken first steps. In fact, I 
have a copy of my resume almost 
finshed. I will intensify efforts soon." 
"Yes, I'm ready to go. I have a 
copy of my resume ready to give you. 
Can you help me identify potential 
employers or give me some job search 
leads?" 
Please match these words with 
deeds. Visit our office to address the 
very real issues associated with the 
over-generalized, yet common, ques­
tions above. 
Also, for those who have already 
completed their resumes, feel very 
free to share them with as many 
people as possible. 
Just showing off your achieve­
ments on paper will quiet down the 
most curious (perhaps obnoxious) of 
your uncles or brother-in-laws. All of 
us on the second floor of McConchie 
Hall are ready when you are. Yes, we 
will be here during the summer for 
those staying in the area and for those 
just a phone call, e-mail, or fax away. 
If pressures get too great, give us a call 
at 946-2361 and we'll speak with 
Mom or Dad for you. Good luck and 
keep in touch! 
By popular demand, the deadline for 
SAFECO Insurance Summer Internships 
in San Ramon and Sacramento has again 
been extended. Internships in claims, 
marketing, credit, and other areas are 
available for liberal arts as well as busi­
ness students, freshmen through junior 
standings. 
Submit a resume as well as cover 
letter to Career Services by Friday, May 
3 (newest deadline), with interviews con­
ducted soon after. For additional infor­
mation visit Career Services, 2nd floor 
McConchie Hall, or call 946-2361. THIS 
IS THE FINAL DEADLINE! So apply 
now for this wonderful opportunity. 
Rainbow of Cultures 
c>vV 
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What is culture? 
Office of International Services 
Culture, according to Robert 
Kohls, is an integrated system of 
learned behavior patterns that are 
characteristics of members of any 
given society, including everything 
that the particular group thinks, says, 
does and makes. Furthermore, it is 
systematic, adoptive, accumulative 
and unique. 
I found this very fascinating and 
meaningful because everyone has a 
culture. No matter how much effort 
one makes to fit in, assimilate, or to 
"become one of them," it cannot be 
done completely. I agree with this 
point, although it can be argued that 
if one was taken away from one's so­
ciety as a child and raised in another 
society, he or she will adopt the lat­
ter culture. 
In my personal experience in the 
United States, much as I would like 
to fit into the culture here (and I have 
done quite well settling in), I am of­
ten reminded that I am Polynesian 
at heart, and no matter how much 
American culture I learn, I will always 
be Polynesian. This realization helped 
settle some of my earlier fears that I 
had become too "Americanized" and 
may have some "de-Americanizing" 
problems when I return to Fiji. How­
ever, I know that I will always value 
the American culture, with all its 
good points and flaws. 
I have learned of the uniqueness 
of each culture, and that in order to 
get the most out of a particular cul­
ture, one must approach it with an 
open mind. In other words, you must 
look at the culture through its own 
eyes. This is very difficult to do be­
cause one only knows his or her own 
culture. In addition, the significance 
of an object, action/gesture or word 
holds different values in every soci-
ety. 
For example, in America silence 
is considered a lack of interest, shy­
ness, anger or an uncomfortable po­
sition to be in, especially with visi­
tors. On the other hand, in my cul­
ture and also in Jordan, silence is con­
sidered wisdom, tranquillity, medita­
tion and respect. 
Another example was the space 
between individuals. An American 
stands at an arm's reach whilst a 
Latino much closer. Also, as depicted 
in a short video commentary, Ameri­
cans value their privacy whilst the 
Japanese prefer to work together in 
one room without any walls, provid­
ing no privacy. 
What we say culture is not exactly 
how culture behaves. In other words, 
the ideal culture is not always the real 
culture. An example is the marriage 
patterns in America. Upon marriage, 
each couple is supposed to live to­
gether until death do they part, but 
this is not so. In fact, I was appalled 
at the divorce rate in this country. In 
my society, separation and divorce is 
"taboo," and the members of the two 
separated parties try to help the 
couple back together. 
All the things that I have just 
talked about had never entered my 
mind before coming to the United 
States to study. My study abroad ex­
perience taught me a lot about the 
United States, but probably even 
more about myself and my own cul­
ture. 
(Written by a former student from 
Fiji) 
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UOP Perspective 
Controversy on campus... Ooh la la 
CARRIE GUILBRANSEN 
Opinion Editor 
A lot of people have been writing letters to the editor about the controver­
sial poet Matt De La Pena, whose work has been featured in The Pacifican. 
in De La Pena's poems he is using language that is considered banned in 
Webster's dictionary. 
Some are even saying that De la Pena writes like a junior high student and 
hasn't matured enough yet. 
The question is, is this boy acting in an undefined age group or rather up 
to date with Generation X? 
Quite frankly, I like reading his poems (when I'm not eating). I think they 
are expressive and descriptive of what the poets mentally thinking. 
Cynthia Valdivia wrote a poem titled "Still a virgin after all these years." 
Like that didn't catch 99.5 percent of all readers' eyes. 
My innocence is still trying to figure out the meaning of it. 
If you listen to gangster rap, you will find it to be much more expressive 
and graphic than De la Pena. The only difference is that rap artists are going 
platinum and making millions of dollars. 
Could the scare be that these poets are putting what people think into 
writing on a private college campus? Or, is it the fear that artistic expression is 
taking over the newspaper? 
1 think that it is healthy for The Pacifican to have all kinds of variety 
within its pages. If the paper was the way it was back in the 50's you all would 
be bored rather than fighting its explicitness. 
So, the best thing to do is to pass the pages that you do not agree with or 
write your own material that you think is more proper. 
Letters to the Editor 
De La Pena: 'Good luck in maturation process' 
Dear Editor, 
We've all studied Freud and his 
famous stages, oral, anal, and etc. also 
other noted psychologists who de­
scribe life's developmental stages. 
Yes, most of the readers of The 
Pacifican are in the process of mov­
ing through adolescence is finding 
our own independence. One of the 
most obvious signs of your search is 
in the writings and comments that 
are published in The Pacifican. 
Yes, I've been there, done that, 
moved up and advanced. Some write 
of their disgust at letters to the Edi­
tor and disagreement with the con­
tent of the Top Ten List. The major­
ity of distasteful writing is done pri­
marily for shock value, for getting 
attention, for hearing comment, and 
for a search after their own identity. 
Many of you are intelligent and 
possess talent. Some of you will be 
extremely successful. Those of you 
who stay stuck in the vulgar word, 
just for the shock value for the self-
grandiose ego trip will remain in the 
world of under achievers. 
When Matt De La Pena finally 
grows up, he has the potential of writ­
ing something of substance, some­
thing more mature, and more pro­
found. As for now his gutter language 
is the space in which he is stuck. 
Those who pretend to love the F— 
Rap have the opportunity to grow up 
intellectually as well as mature in 
their character if they ever reach the 
plateau beyond adolescence in which 
they are now stuck. Good luck to you 
in your maturation process. 
Annette Vanda 
The Pacifican Editorial Policies 
The Pacifican is the official student newspaper of University of the Pacific. The Pacifican is written, 
edited and produced by students every Thursday, except during vacations and final examination weeks. It 
is a forum for student expression. 
1 he Pacifican welcomes e-mail and letters to the editor from its readers. Submissions must include 
the author's name and phone number for verification purposes, as well as the year of graduation and/or 
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Question of the Week 
What do you do to relieve stress at UOP? 
"Take a nap." 
Brian Tibbens, Freshman 
"1 play with my favorite toy." 
Greg Coletti, Sophomore 
"Rollerblade around campus." 
Kathy Kohat, Junior 
I lay on my bed and 
listen to music." 
Anna Reis, Senior 
"Work on the computer and 
surf the internet." 
Jason Kramer, 
Bookstore Student Manager 
"\ go work out at the Baun Fitness 
Center with friends." 
Jennifer Lessner, Sophomore 
Cartoon by Frank 
FlatieW 
• '1 Eg 
INTERNET 
ACCESS 
Guest column 
, • l • No long distance or Pacific Bell toll charges-
l ocal dial-up Internet access to Stockton and surrounding area, 
FREE technical support, 9 AM to 9 PM, 7 days a week 
• Two week money-back guarantee! 
FREE setup with coupon from this ad (regularly $24.95) 
• ^EE World Wide Web home page space 
• Fast, all 28.8 kbps PPP connections 
15 years of telecommunications leadership 
6 ,Nrr Nav'8at0r™ connection kit- preconfigured for 
nReach to make getting online easier, only $19.95 (a $50 value) 
http://www.inreach.com 
info@inreach.com 
I N R E A C H 
I N T E R N E T  
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  
4210 Coronado Ave. ,  Suite  G 
Stockton, CA 95204 
Stockton, 
Lodi, and 
surrounding 
areas 
Monthly Fee: % 19.95 
Virtually Unlimited Service: 
101 Free peak time hours and 
unlimited use 12 AM to 9 AM per month 
Additional Hours: 980 each 
VFe guarantee your satisfaction 
or your money back! 
Student and 
Faculty Special! 
FREE Setup 
(a $24.95 value) 
with this coupon! 
Special limited-time offer! 
Call now! 
1-800-4-INREACH 
IriReach Internet Communications I 
| Expires 6/1/96 
Election proves students actually care 
DAVID OTTENFELD 
Pacifican staff writer 
"Show me a good and gracious loser, and 
I'll show you a failure." -Knute Rockne 
1-800-446-7322 
1 -800-4-INREACH 
This year's ASUOP election 
proved that many students actually 
are interested in who represents them 
on campus. 
The race for president of ASUOP 
turned out to be an engaging affair, 
without any mud-slinging or name 
calling. 
The numbers of people voting 
went up by about 400 to a total of 
608 students, and there was more 
than one person running (Wow!). In 
the past, these elections were not well 
publicized at all, and people who 
wanted to run found out it was too 
late to sign up. This year strayed away 
from the significant controversies of 
the past, and the student body voiced 
their opinion. 
Alexia Stjerne stepped up to take 
the blue ribbon, and for the next year 
she'll be known as "the big cheese." 
With the supreme authority in her 
hands, ASUOP should be headed in a 
good direction with her sound mind 
and creative ideas. 
As for the other contestants, or 
better yet, challengers: better luck 
next time. Grace Covell pharmacy 
wonder Ren Bee surprised everyone 
with his nice showing at the polls, a 
freshman who made an instant im­
pact. Too bad he lost votes by illegal 
campaign procedures, but in a way it 
was funny. Next time, I'm sure Ren 
will be ready to bash the competition 
after learning from this year. 
Martha Scott Johnson and Amie 
"I did little" Doolittle finished at the 
back of the pack. They made the race 
enthralling, but they couldn't gener­
ate the votes. I suggest their respec­
tive camps form an alliance for next 
year's race and begin networking for 
votes now. 
And what about the dreaded Mea­
sure A, a blatant promise to bring the 
hatchet down on Senate seats? While 
the ax was grinding, it passed, and to 
the dismay of officers losing their 
seats, the students made the right 
choice. A bigger government will al­
ways be lethargic in the way things 
are processed. With less people, com­
munication will improve among the 
senators and bills can move through 
the system more efficiently. 
I've always believed that less gov­
ernment is good, which is why the 
US Senate does a lot of nothing. Mea­
sure A's opposition, more than likely, 
came from the people whose seats 
were threatened. 'No' on Measure A 
had support, but the people who 
knew what it was all about made a 
fine choice. 
I he Senate will look robust next 
year, but 111 miss characters involved, 
such as the charismatic Christie 
Dickey. She made my life easier. Oh, 
and of course Speaker of the Senate 
Amber Lopez will be going abroad 
next year. She does good work and 
her help is always appreciated. 
Out with the old faces, and in 
with the new. The flow of politics 
continues on it's dizzying pace. 
Top Ten List 
Why Beer is 
I better than Jesus 
10. No one will kill you for 
not drinking beer. 
9. Beer doesn't tell you 
how to have sex. 
8. Beer has never caused a 
major war. 
7. They don't force beer on 
minors who can't think for 
themselves. 
6. When you have a beer, 
you don't knock on 
people's doors trying to 
give it away. 
5. Nobody has every been 
burned at the stake, 
hanged, or tortured over his 
brand of beer. 
4. You don't have to wait 
2000+ years for another 
beer. 
3. There are laws saying 
beer labels can't lie to you. 
2. You can prove you have 
a beer. 
1. If you have devoted your 
life to beer, there are 
groups to help you stop. 
Compiled by: Josh Montero 
• > 
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FOUND 
A black beaded necklace by 
Raney Rec. area. If yours call 
Michelle at 946-2114. 
PART-TIME/ 
WORK S TUDY JOBS 
Part-time Job: Tutors, Study 
Group leaders for Freshman 
Advantage Program; experience 
and/or strong academic skills 
required. Work between 4-10 
hours per week, Second Sum­
mer Session. $7 per hour. Con­
tact Teri Allbright, ext. 2424. 
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB 
SUCK? Our average student 
earns $5700 for the summer 
and can gain college credit. Get 
the experience you need to get 
a great job when you graduate. 
Call The Southwestern Co. at 1-
800-918-9340. Interviews held 
on campus. 
Chocoholics Chocolate Factory 
seeks part-time production 
workers. $6-9/hr depending on 
qualifications. Contact (209) 
931-5188 or FAX 931-5186. 
Hedy Homes Personnel Services 
has client seeking Pilot Plant 
Operators, Lab Technicians, 
Quality Control, and Field 
Checkers for Summer positions. 
Lab Science, Mechanical Engi-
I.OOKIM, I Ok IIS SI M\|| k WORK 
POSITIONS IN AN EXCITING NEW 
COMPANY OPEN NOW. 
BI-LINGUAL IN SPANISH 
OR ASIAN LANGUAGES A 
PLUS. CALL 1.800.543.9383 
neers, Chemistry background 
and spreadsheet skills for lab 
positions. Contact Robin Colli 
at (209) 957-9630 or FAX 957-
7405. 
ALZA Corporation in Palo Alto 
seeks Business student for 
Project Systems Analyst and 
Computer Science student for 
Programmer Summer positions. 
Contact ALZA Corporation Job 
Code: SUM, 950 Page Mill Rd„ 
PO Box 10950, Palo Alto 94303, 
(415) 494-5319 or FAX 494-
5151. 
Tek Packaging seeks Reception/ 
Accounts Payable assistant. $7/ 
hour. Contact Claudine 
Webster, (209) 982-0209 or FAX 
982-0206. 
Tower Park marina seeks dock 
attendants part-time, full-time 
and summer. Contact (209) 
369-1041. 
Concord Pavilion seeks candi­
dates for part-time seasonal po­
sitions. For applications, con­
tact Concord Pavilion Office 
2000 Kirker Pass Rd, Concord 
Ticket Center, 1948 Colfax St, 
or City of Concord Personnel, 
2974 Salvio St. For info call 
(510) 676-8742 or (510) 671-
3100. 
Teamster Union 610 seeks trans­
lator English-Cantonese, 
must be able to write 
Cantonese characters. 
Part-time, could become 
Summer position. Send 
resume to: Lorraine 
Lorres, 745 E. Miner, 
Stockton, 948-2800. 
Summer "Nanny" position for 
11 and 6 year old, beginning 
June 10th - Aug 16th, Breda 
Hash, work 461-7444 and home 
474-7864. 
Burns International Security 
Services seeks PT employees. 
Flexible hours. Contact 
Fontaine Dounglomchan, 239-
2239 or fax 239-1882 for addi­
tional info and to arrange inter-
vievv 
Dr Pechham at San Joaquin Vet 
Clinic in Lodi seeks Veterinary 
Assistants/Receptions, $5.55-
$9.21/hr. Visit 523 W. Harney 
Lane, Lodi for application. Call 
for additional info at 369-0231. 
TaylorMade Office Systems 
seeks telemarketers 4 hrs/day, 
Monday-Friday, flexible. Con­
tact Steve Bottini, (209) 952-
9000, FAX 473-2830. 
FULL- TIME JOBS 
BEST FOODS, leading manufac­
turer of brand name consumer 
foods, seeks Sales Representative 
in Bay Area. Contact Human 
Resources 5776 Stoneridge Mall 
Road, Suite 120, Pleasanton 
94588, (510) 463-1040 or FAX 
734-0629. 
ADMISSIONS seeks Admission 
Counselors (2). Must have com­
pleted BA/BS, enjoy traveling to 
promote UOP, making presen­
tations, and speaking to groups 
and individuals. Applications 
available from UOP Human 
Resources. Submit application 
to Human Resources (209) 946-
2124. Questions: Janet Dial, 
Associate Director of Admis­
sions, 946-2211. Submit re­
sume, letter, and application 
ASAP. 
GORELICK & BOWMAN small 
law firm in Alamo seeks one 
year legal intern beginning in 
August. Strong research, ana­
lytical, organizational and writ­
ing skills. Contact Andrew 
Sriro, PO Box 175, 1443 
Danville Blvd., Alamo, CA 
94507, FAX (510) 838-9019. 
CASTLE METALS seeks inside 
Sales Assistant. Contact Denise 
Chrysty, (800) 944-3383, FAX 
(847) 455-9320. Send resume 
to Castle Metals 1625 Tillie 
Lewis Drive, Stockton, CA 
95206. 
American Saving Banks seeks 
GENERAL BUSINESS MAJOR 
CANDIDATES FOR INTERNAL 
AUDITING POSITIONS (inter­
views to be held on campus). 
Send resumes to Lewis Walker 
and sign up at Career Services. 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
ROSEVILLE SUPPORT TECH­
NOLOGY LAB has Software 
Design Engineering positions. 
Contact Greg Grimm, Project 
Mgr, HP, WCSO GROP R&D, 
8000 FOOTHILS BLVD., MS 
5617, ROSEVILLE 95747 or e-
mail Greg_grimm@HP-
Roseville-oml.om.hp.com or 
fax (916) 785-9238. Info also 
available through Mark 
Rugalski at (916) 785-nTn-, 
HEWLETT PACKARD has van 
ous openings in Bay Area Sue 
cific opportunities include fi 
nancial Analyst/Accountant 
Software Design Engineer, Quaj' 
ity and Reliability Engineer 
Product Marketing Engineers' 
and Business Process Analyst' 
Contact Christine Kovashi 
Hewlett Packard College Pro! 
grams Coordinator, 1266 Kifer 
Rd, MS 100D, Sunnyvale 94086 
(408) 773-6254, FAX 773-6302^ 
or e-mailat 
christinc_kovashi@ptp.hp.com 
or hpresume@corp.hp.com 
RADIAN INTERNATIONAL 
seeks computer science majors 
or others with computer sci­
ence/engineering background 
for database design and admin­
istrations, systems develop­
ment, and related positions 
with environmental, business 
systems. Prefer FoxPro and/or 
4GL Xbase language experi­
ence. Sign up and leave resume 
at Career Services for on cam-
pus interview Aprill 22. 
Megatest Division of Teradyne 
will conduct on campus inter­
views for EE/Hardware/Software 
Designers/Test Engineer/Soft­
ware Diagnostic Engineers. Re­
sume and sign ups at Career 
Services. 
F o r  a d d i t i o n a l  information oil 
Part/Full Time postings visit 
Career Services...Second Floor 
McConchie Hall. 235 West Stadium. 
Stockton, Ca. 95204. I 'hone (209) 
Delta • Net 
Local Internet Access 
8026 Lorraine Ave. #218 
Stockton, CA 95210 
Voice: 209-473-5950 Fax: 209-473-5951 
e-mail: roger@deltinet.com 
Providing Local Internet access 
for as little as $9.95/montlt. 
Premium dial up accounts are 
available at $24.95/month. 
Student Dental Plan! 
only$C700 
CJ / per year 
Save 30 - 60% 
on your dental needs 
For information call 
1 - 800 - 655 - 3225 
*Model open daily 
•Unique 1, 2, & 3 
bedrooms 
A P A R T M E N T S  
•Rnk - lite setting ^ ff 
U  v  \  T  i .  l i t i s  
fireplaces $150 off first ninth's 
rent on 1 bedroom 
apartments 
*Rx>l/Spa 
O o^se Siarcfen arim en/s 
STUDENT SPECIAL: $100 
OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT 
WITH SIX MONTH LEASE. 
T 
Grouse Run Apartments 
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710 
GATED COMMUNITY 
I  1  '  1  i  ! \ I  IM 111.1! 1 1 • ! .Hit 
S I » i t  I  !  i  M  t  I  \  '  >  J f  i 7  
|J * BRJNC IN THIS AD AND UPP ID F\TR STUDENT SFTQAL 
Pacific StateBank 
_  T H E  W A V E  O F  T H E  F U T U R E  
U.O.P .  STUDENT ACCOUNTS 
$3.00 PER * 
NAT ION WIDE ATM A C C E S S  
We invite you to stop by one of our offices to discuss: 
Credit Cards Checking Accounts Savings Accounts & 
All Other Products We Offer!!! 
6 So. El Dorado St. Stockton 943-7400 
1889 W. March In. Stockton 943-3523 
2020 Standiford Ave. Modesto 577- BANK 
'Account must be properly maintained 
Member FDIC 
Equal Housing 
Opportunity 
I < j 
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Cordaro, Pocket played las, week in me McCaffrey Center during ASUOP elections and Has played a, Omega Phi Alpha as well Ms las, semes,^ 
Corduroy Pocket makes noise at Pacitic 
CHAD LEMONS 
Pacifican staff writer 
There are a lot of things to do on 
campus. Well, sort of. Everybody 
spends their time doing something. 
For four UOP students, starting a 
band was a natural way to promote 
sanity. Besides, making music is like 
making sunshine. And people love it. 
Some students probably saw 
them rockin' in the Southwest court­
yard during the March 29 Pacific Live 
Coffee House. Others got to hear 
them recently in the McCaffrey Cen­
ter during the ASUOP elections or 
: maybe at a random weekend gig at 
Omega Phi Alpha. The truth is that 
this rock band has a name: Corduroy 
Pocket. 
"Corduroy represents simplicity 
and the pocket is where you can keep 
everything: pain, hurt, memories, 
everything you think," said lead 
singer Jonny Hirschbein. "You gotta 
have deep pockets." 
Hirschbein was writing songs way 
back when he was 17. Now, a sopho­
more n0tC" 
books of poetry are coming to life 
behind powerful melodies. 
It started last year when Anthony 
Urbina, who plays the guitar and 
writes most of the music, met 
Hirschbein. Urbina, a junior music 
major at UOP, started coming up with 
riffs to go with Hirschbein's lyrics. 
Soon, two other UOP students got 
involved with the project. Junior Sean 
Flynn smashes away at drums and 
freshman Ryan Rothwell plays his 
funky bass guitar. 
Now the band's suitcase is swell­
ing with 17 songs of their own and a 
few covers, including The Who and 
a couple of little known punk bands 
from the 70s. Corduroy Pockets 
range includes hard rock, soft rock, 
and punk. 
"The hardest part is finding a co­
hesive direction," said Urbina. Each 
member has played in other bands 
but their styles were at odds. Urbina 
played keyboards and saxophone for 
a salsa band, playing covers at wed­
dings. Flynn and Rothwell played in 
heavy irlctal bands, during ,hjgh 
school, while Hirschbein sang for a 
punk band called "Old Nick." 
"We are all in tune together and 
going in the same direction, even 
though we have had different back­
grounds," said Flynn. 
Hirschbein described their music 
as "honest" and sometimes dark, but 
never without hope. "It's in the lyr­
ics," he said. 
Corduroy Pocket is currently re­
cording a six-song demo at Jam Pro­
ductions in Marin County. "We hope 
to get a professional sound that will 
help us get gigs," said Urbina. 
"The best thing about music is 
that it's a singular experience every 
time," said Hirschbein. "Whatever it 
was that hurt so bad that day, doesn t 
hurt like it did before. Everything 
pours out and when it's over, you feel 
light. Then you go home, you sleep... 
and you dream." 
Are you a member of a local band? 
Do you want a story written about 
you and your music in The Pacifican? 
Call Janell Bauer, Arts and 
Entertainment Editor, 
at 946-2115. 
/ < 
' 
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Movie review 
'Mulholland Falls' short of viewer expectations 
NATHANAEL REVEAL 
RYAN SCHNEIDER 
Pacifican staff writers 
N: I thought for this review we'd 
drop the stupid pet tricks, lame gim­
micks, and distracting dialogue. But, 
then our reviews would only be 3 
column inches long and what fun 
would that be? So in honor of 
"Mulholland Falls," we bring you 
"Detective Reveal and the Case of the 
Missing Film Footage." 
It was supposed to be a dark and 
stormy night but instead I, Detective, 
"cursed with inappropriate weather" 
Reveal got a sunny day in L.A.; I felt 
kind of weird driving around in my 
conspicuous black convertible. 
Some big time producers had just 
put together this film called 
"Mulholland Falls" and the third of 
four reels had grown legs and walked 
off into the dark and stormy night. 
There were a bunch of big names 
interested in the return of the reel: 
Nick "Back From the Ryan O'Neil 
Has-Been Turned Fat Guy School of 
Acting" Nolte, Melanie "Still Can't 
Act" Griffith, Chazz "Riding The 
Wave from the Back Seat" Palminteri, 
Chris "Jog!" Penn, Michael "Still 
Kinda Creepy" Madsen, Jennifer 
"Thank God Some Women Don't 
Need Silicon" Connelly, and John 
"Cancer Boy" Malkovich. 
My one hope lay with a guy 
named Holiday who claimed he had 
some film I might be interested in. 
R: The film was what I was inter­
ested in as well. See, I'd seen some of 
it before, a frame or two, and wanted 
to get my hands on it. It was easy. 
Four cops, four hot dogs, it was like 
swiping candy from a baby. Or sexy 
film footage from four cops. Or sexy 
film footage of one cop and one Ms. 
Allison Pond making the beast with 
two backs while Andrew "Any Rela­
tion to Joseph?" McCarthy filmed it 
through a mirror from his next door 
Ernesto fezcano II, GMT. 
((rtifud yjasxaxr 'Therapist ojfjkalth t'ducalor 
Great for: 
stress, pain, tension, sore muscles, 
fatigue or just plain relaxation. 
Specializing in: 
(Zen) Shiatsu, Swedish, 
Sports, Deep Tissue, 
Reflexology, PBS, 
1955 fijcih, /In., Suite (' Hydro, Energy, 
Stockton. (.'/195299 Combination, and 
(209) 9-57-8870 Maternity massage. 
Payment Plans & Gift Certificates Available 
50% Oil Special for UOP 
Students & Facultv 
apartment because he's a fairy and her 
best friend who can have her only by 
watching her with other men. 
Then there was General Timms of 
the Atomic Energy Commission 
(Malkovich). He was also not unfa­
miliar with the pleasures of Ms. Pond. 
Like Maxwell Hoover (Nolte), he was 
a married man, and some steamy 
footage with some other dame would 
be curtains for his marriage. And for 
national security. That's where I come 
in. I'm The Guy Who Can Get Things. 
See, the flick had my 
attention. An opening 
sequence that grabs you 
below the belt and you 
don't want it to let go 
when it does. 
Disappointed, I tried to 
keep my mind on the job. 
This one could mean big 
money. I just had to see it 
through. 
N: Mr. Holiday's place was com­
fortable as usual, the screening excel­
lent except for some scratchy noise 
at the end. But, as it turns out, the 
reels he had were the three that 
weren't missing. Lot of help that was. 
So there I was, watching 
"Mulholland Falls," thinking yeah 
this is okay but there's got to be more. 
The plot wasn't terribly inventive. 
The cinematography wasn't terribly 
innovative. Malkovich was only on 
screen for a total of 10 minutes. 
Connelly was only in flashbacks. 
Madsen and Penn dropped out half 
way through. 
So much potential, but it seemed 
that the studio made this one in the 
spare minutes snatched from the busy 
lives of the heavyweights that got me 
Creative Ojgits 
Qift Certificate 
for $5.00 
towards 
FULL SET 
OR PEDICURE 
Located in Penegen 
4343 Pacific Avenue Suite C-3 
Stockton, CA 95207 
Call for appointment 
(209) 472-9926 
•T t:; ' >•£, ' 
into the theater to see it. As I was 
walking to my car, squinting from the 
sun that should have had the decency 
to go down while I was in the the­
ater, I saw this guy watching me. 1 
knew things were going to get inter­
esting. 
R: He was seated in the middle of 
the theater, some dizzy dame with a 
cramped neck nearby. I laughed only 
when he laughed, cringed when he 
cringed, so he wouldn't hear me. He 
was a tall drink of water this one, but 
not nearly the eye candy of that 
Connelly. She's been lost in "The 
Labyrinth" and has finally emerged 
all grown up. 
The four fat guys on the screen 
did nothing but smoke, eat, ride 
around in their convertible, ruminate 
idly, and convince me that something 
exciting was going to happen soon. 
It never really did. 
When the credits rolled I couldn't 
help but want more, like a junky 
holding an empty syringe: it's just not 
quite good enough. I felt like I was in 
a Ferrari, but stuck in third gear. I got 
into fourth here and there, but then 
had to haul it back down as the film 
dictated. Fifth and six loomed before 
me. All I needed was some open road, 
the open road on the cutting room 
floor at MGM/UA. 
See, the flick had my attention. 
An opening sequence that grabs you 
below the belt and you don't want it 
to let go when it does. Disappointed, 
I tried to keep my mind on the job. 
This one could mean big money. I just 
had to see it through. 
N: I'm driving down Ventura to­
ward Lenny's Hot Dog stand, eyeing 
the red convertible that's been follow­
ing me since I left Holiday's, when it 
hits me. Pete Dexter and Floyd 
Mutrox! The lousy bums who devel­
oped the story in the first place. They 
must at least know what's on the 
missing reel. 
I get on the radio and the dis­
patcher gives me their address; they 
share a house in Redondo Beach. 
Grinning like a Cheshire cat I whip 
the wheel around, fishtail a bit, scare 
the Grandma in the crosswalk, and 
take off. 
I whip by the red chick magnet 
and see a thick guy with a goatee and 
some shades. "Must be French," I say 
to myself. It only takes him a few sec­
onds to get back on my tail. I don't 
mind that he's following me; it'll 
make it interesting. 
R: I was close. He wasn't getting 
away now. He was about to get what 
I wanted. Dexter and Mutrox. I 
shoulda known. Those half-wits 
couldn't write their names, let alone 
outdo some pudgy flat foot with , 
chip on his shoulder the size of 0t 
Spunkmeyer's toilet seat. 
Reveal wanted that missing foot 
age. He was after the real story the 
missing action, wouldn't take no for 
an answer, wouldn't even take Yes for 
an answer, would probably just take 
it and say thanks by tossin' you down 
Mulholland Falls, taking time to run 
you over once if he was in a good 
mood. 
N: Three blocks away from the 
Dexter-Mutrox place, I floor it, leav­
ing him in the dust. I screech to a stop 
outside the house and dash up to the 
door. Ding Dong. This slight, clean­
shaven guy opens the door a crack 
and says, "Can I help you?" 1 hold 
up my badge, nervous to get inside, 
"Mr. Dexter?" "Yeah?" "My name is 
Reveal, I'm investigating a missing 
reel of film from your latest movie." 
I hear the convertible turning 
onto the street. "May I come in?" "I 
don't know," he says. I help him de­
cide by kicking the door open. I man­
aged not to hit him in the nose but 
his cheek will probably smart for a 
few weeks. I close and lock the door 
behind me. "Where's the missing reel, 
you double-crossing lowlife L A. 
type?" 
When the credits rolled I 
couldn't help but want 
more, like a junky holding 
an empty syringe: it's just 
not quite good enough. I 
felt like I was in a Ferrari, 
but stuck in third gear. 
"I swear! That's all there is!" At 
this point, the other guy, mus 
Mutrox, walks in. He's holding a g • 
"Detective Reveal, things seen^. 
have gotten a touch too exciting 
the last 60 seconds. What say w 
sit down nicely and have a warlT\ t_ 
chat?" I should have been P^1"8 , 
tention. This always haPP^"Vl pm 
get caught up in my work, u 
R?I'm following close but not to° 
close when "Kitty" comes°,nvpr ra­
dio. I quickly pull a Lane ey 
dio, meet asphalt. Stupid ^ 
as "Peaches." When I 1°° 'and 
copper is gone. 1 stay JWhets' Place' 
sure enough, he's at the wnttB 
no doubt inside getting fn mpen-
his black jack. I call it the 
sational Phallus. . 
See Movie Guys p°9e 
T* 
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Michael's New York Style Pizza: Nice & saucy 
CHRISTINA FLOWERS 
pacifican staff writer 
Michael's serves the sauciest pizza 
I have ever eaten. Every slice was lit­
erally flooded with thick, spicy, to­
mato sauce. For those of you who like 
your pizza crust loaded with as much 
pizza sauce as cheese, you will enjoy 
Michael's New York Pizza as much as 
I did. 
For those of you who maintain 
that less is more, grab a knife and be 
pre]tared to do some scraping. 
These days, pizza has almost be­
come a part of the fast food market. 
It is nice to know that there are still 
family owned and operated pizza 
businesses. I guarantee you that 
Michael's pizza is better than any you 
can order from the chains of pizza 
industries and the prices are compa­
rable. 
In fact, the only thing that sets 
Michael's apart is the fact that they 
don't deliver. However, I assure you 
that the five minute drive down Al­
pine is well worth the difference in 
quality and taste. 
Michael's pizza is freshly pre-
pai d, cooked and loaded with top-
pin ;s. All orders are available for dine 
in ( r takeout. 
Michael's dining area was actually 
im] ressive. It is decorated in gray and 
ma ive and the walls are adorned with 
pic ures of Marilyn Monroe, Elvis and 
Jan es Dean. There are also two big-
scr> en televisions and video games. 
Cu tomers can watch their pizza 
dough being hand tossed and pre-
Music review 
pared through a large window in the 
dining area. 
Michael's serves traditional pep-
peroni, Hawaiian and combination, 
but also such creations as the Greek 
pizza, with creamy garlic sauce, feta 
cheese, sundried tomatoes, artichoke 
hearts and fresh garlic, or the New 
Yorker which includes salami, mush­
rooms, Canadian bacon, linguica and 
olives. 
If you weren't too enthusiastic 
about Michael's excessive sauce, the 
Greek or Pesto pizza might be a good 
alternative. Pizza prices range from 
$8.75-$16.50. 
Michael's also offers hot deli 
sandwiches like pastrami, salami and 
roast beef on a Geneva or French roll 
with all the dressings for $3.50. The 
menu also consists of a variety of 
soups, salads and garlic bread. 
I shared a medium half pep-
peroni, half combination pizza with 
three friends and it was enough for a 
filling dinner. The combination was 
stacked with pepperoni, salami, 
mushrooms, Canadian bacon, 
linguica, bell peppers, onions, sau­
sage, and of course, lots of delicious 
tomato sauce. It was excellent and 
certainly reasonable for $12. The next 
time I crave pizza, I will certainly re­
turn to Michael's. 
Michael's New York Style Pizza 
has two Stockton locations, 2300 Al­
pine Avenue, 462-6668, and 1744 
West Hammer Lane, 477-2677. 
Finals are fast approaching. As 
you sit in your room slaving over text­
books, consider taking a break and 
Michael's Pizza is a great place for large, ravenous groups to eat. 
grabbing some delicious Michael's 
pizza. 
Sure, it would make it more con­
venient if they delivered, but the five 
minute drive will help clear your head 
and you will still have your pizza 
faster than you could manage getting 
food in the dining hall lines. 
Barstool Prophets score in first CD effort 
TONY HIGHTOWER 
Pacifican staff writer 
When picking out this CD to re­
view, the first thing that caught my 
eye was the band name "Barstool 
Prophets," that led me to think of 
what a Barstool Prophet is. ^ 
After attending Omega Phi s 
Reggae Sunsplash last weekend, 
quickly discovered what one is. The 
party was full of them: drunk people 
who think that they know every­
thing. This left me wondering what 1 
Was in for with this CD. 
Barstool Prophets are an alterna­
tive-type rock band out of Ottawa, 
Canada. But, like most foreign rock 
artists, they sound just as American 
as you or I. As far as I know, "Crank 
is their major label debut (please let 
me know if I'm wrong), and in my 
opinion, it's a very successful one. 
With a sound all its own, "Crank 
offers songs that relate to the com­
mon person. It's 
the simplicity 
that's so appeal­
ing. 
Lead singer 
and lyricist Gra­
ham Greer has a 
very innocent-
sounding voice, 
much like that 
of 
Sweet 
Matthew 
It's the 
kind of voice 
that lets you 
know when the 
singer really 
feels for what 
he is talking 
As for the music, there's nothing 
too special: distortion-laden guitars 
tastefully mixed with acoustics, and 
steady rhythms, a bunch of 
insignificants col­
laborating to make 
something very 
special. 
A good ex­
ample of Barstool 
Prophets' mastery 
is the song "In the 
Way." It begins 
with a very haunt­
ing organ, which 
throughout under­
scores two harmo­
nizing electric and 
acoustic guitars, 
and Greer spills his 
soul through his 
voice. 
I'm not sure exactly what the 
song is about, but it is very beautiful. 
It left me'very self-reflective, yd 
peaceful. Yeah, it felt good. 
Attention conspiracy freaks: 
"Crank" has the song for you in 
"Paranoia." This song must have been 
stolen from the Trilateral Commis­
sion, by Greer. If you know anything 
about being paranoid, then this song 
is hilarious. Snippets like 
"Somebody's watching, waiting, hid­
ing in the shadows...Some Little 
Hitler' with his band of crazy 
psychos...Intent on my demise" and 
"You see, my friends have been re­
placed by clever doubles...Who are 
members of a spawn that come from 
deep, dark outer space" are examples 
that even their simple humor is very 
appealing. 
I enjoyed this CD. If I could put 
my finger on one specific thing, I d 
say it's everything. I was truly sur­
prised, and I think you may be too. 
Rating: (And wanting more) 
Arts & Entertainment 
mmwmB wm 0 0T0 0 The Pacifican is now 
accepting applications 
for the following paid 
0m 0 JT s0 f\ TF positions for 7996-97: 
• Production Manager - Responsibilities include the layout and design of the paper, 
weekly meetings, and taking the paper to press. Knowledge of Adobe Photoshop and 
Pagemaker or Quark Xpress necessary. 
• News Editor - You are the key person in deciding what news stories The Pacifican 
will cover and publish. You assign stories, edit them and layout the news section. 
• Arts & Entertainment Editor - Responsible for assigning and editing entertain­
ment stories and creating layout for the A&E section. 
' 
• Opinion Editor- Responsible for writing an opinion piece weekly, as well as writ­
ing or assigning a top ten list. Must also edit letters to the editor and layout the 
Opinion section. 
• Sports Editor - Responsible for assigning, editing, and writing sports stories, as 
well as creating layout. 
• Photo Editor - Responsible for organizing all photos in the paper. Duties include 
taking photos, delegating to staff photographers, developing and working with sec­
tions editors. 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' •' ' " : 
For information, contact Editor-elect Janell Bauer 
at 946-2115 or by email at Pacifican@vmsl.cc.uop.edu. 
. - - -- * ' _—-— 
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Thursday May 2 
Friday May 3 
ON CAMPUS 
Zero Year Student Reunion—Celebration 
for Graduating Seniors, Raymond Great 
Hall, 8 p.m to 1:30 p.m. 
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Waiting to 
Exhale." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 
p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for 
seniors and children under 12, free to 
UOP students with valid stickers. See May 
2 for more details. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero 
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58 
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na­
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that 
the Stockton Arts Commission will open 
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will 
be open to the public through May 19 at 
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N. 
Pershing Ave.,. 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues­
days through Sundays. Free. 
5th Annual Benefit Wine-Tasting event. 
A fundraiser for the Delta Humane Soci­
ety and partially planned and organized 
by UOP Sport Management students. Pa­
cific athletes will be in attendance for 
autographs and photos. 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 
p.m. Delicato Vineyards (off Highway 99 
at French Camp Road). Tickets are $10 
each and all proceeds benefit the Delta 
CALENDAR 
ON CAMPUS 
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Waiting to 
Exhale." Forest Whitaker makes his direc­
torial debut with this extraordinary film 
about four women—close friends— who 
are waiting. They're waiting for their ca­
reers to take off, their divorces to be fi-
• nal, or their children to grow up, but most 
of all, they're waiting for the men who 
will take their breath away. Over the 
course of a year, these remarkable women 
cope with husbands and lovers, problems 
at work, complicated relationships ad 
family crises. And through it all, they rely 
on each other for comfort and support. 
Rated R. McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. 
General admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors 
and children under 12, free to UOP stu­
dents with valid stickers. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero 
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58 
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na­
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that 
the Stockton Arts Commission will open 
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will 
be open to the public through May 19 at 
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N. 
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues­
days through Sundays. Free. 
Dr. Jules Tygiel, professor of History at San 
Fracisco State University will speak on 
"Jackie Robinso and the National Con­
science," celebrating the 50th anniversry 
of Jackie Robinson's interation of white 
professional baseball. 7 p.m., Main Din­
ing Hall, CSU Stanislaus, Turlock. Book 
signing may be available following the 
presentation. For more information call 
the Department of History, (209) 667-
3238. 
Humane Society. For tickets or more in­
formation, call the Delta Humane Soci­
ety at 466-0331. 
Saturday May 4 
ON CAMPUS 
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Waiting to 
Exhale." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 
p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for 
seniors and children under 12, free to 
UOP students with valid stickers. See May 
2 for more details. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero 
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58 
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na­
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that 
the Stockton Arts Commission will open 
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will 
be open to the public through May 19 at-
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N. 
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues­
days through Sundays. Free 
Sunday May 5 
ON CAMPUS 
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Waiting to 
Exhale." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 
p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for 
seniors and children under 12, free to 
UOP students with valid stickers. See May 
2 for more details. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero 
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58 
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na­
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that 
the Stockton Arts Commission will open 
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will 
be open to the public through May 19 at 
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N. 
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues­
days through Sundays. Free 
Monday May 6 
ON CAMPUS 
ASUOP Senate Meeting McCaffrey Cen­
ter Conference Room, 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero 
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58 
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na­
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that 
the Stockton Arts Commission will open 
at the Haggin Museum. The exhibit will 
be open to the public through May 19 at 
the museum in Victory Park, 1201 N. 
Pershing Ave., 1:30 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tues­
days through Sundays. Free 
Tuesday May 7 
ON CAMPUS 
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Toy Story" and 
free toy give-away. From the vivid imagi­
nation of Walt Disney Pictures comes an 
all-new animated adventure featuring the 
voices of two-time Academy Award win­
ner Tom Hanks and Hollywood favorite 
Tim Allen. Hanks and Allen voice 
"Woody," a drawstring cowboy doll, and 
spaceman action figure "Buzz Lightyear" 
in this computer-generated fantasy of an 
electric assortment of toys and their comi­
cal misadventures. McCaffrey Center 
Theater 8 p.m. General admission is $3, 
$1.50 for seniors and children under 12, 
free to UOP students with valid stickers. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero and 
Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58 art­
ists whose work is in the Stockton Na­
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that 
the Stockton Arts Commission will open 
at the Haggin Museum. Open to the pub­
lic through May 19 at the museum in 
Victory Park, 1201 N. Pershing Ave., 1:30 
p.m.to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through Sundays. 
Free. 
Wednesday May 8 
ON CAMPUS 
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Toy Story" and 
free toy give-away McCaffrey Center The­
ater, 8 p.m. General admission is $3, 
$1.50 for seniors and children under 12, 
free to UOP students with valid stickers. 
See May 7 for more details. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Two Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero 
and Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58 
artists whose work is in the Stockton Na­
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition that 
the Stockton Arts Commission will open 
at the Haggin Museum. Open to the pub­
lic through May 19 at the museum in 
Victory Park, 1201 N. Pershing Ave., 1:30 
p.m.to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through Sundays. 
Free 
Thursday May 9 
ON CAMPUS 
The Staff Development Committee of the 
UOP Staff Council present Free Line 
Dancing Lessons, 5:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m., 
Drama Department Drama 1. Instructor 
Frances Feicht, Limited space available, 
call for reservations 946-2206. 
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Toy Story" and 
free toy give-away McCaffrey Center The­
ater, 8 p.m. General admission is $3, 
$1.50 for seniors and children under \2, 
free to UOP students with valid stickers. 
See May 7 for more details. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Stockton artists, Miguel Guerrero and 
Dennis Leinfelder are among the 58 art­
ists whose work is in the Stockton Na­
tional Print and Drawing Exhibition at 
the Haggin Museum. Open to the public 
through May 19 at the museum in Vic­
tory Park, 1201 N. Pershing Ave., 1:30 
p.m.to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through Sundays. 
Free. 
Commencement Calendar 
Friday May 17 
•12 Noon -Baccalaureate Service, Morris Chapel 
•5:30 p.m.-All-University Convocation, Knoles Hall Lawn 
Saturday May 18 
•8:30 a.m.-College of the Pacific commencement. Knoles Hall 
Lawn 
•11:30 a.m.-School of International Studies commencement,' 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall 
•2 p.m.-Benerd School of Engineering commencement, Knoles 
Hall Lawn 
•7:30 p.m.-Conservatory of Music commencement concert, 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall 
Sunday May 19 
•8 a.m.-Eberhardt School of Business commencement, Knoles 
Hall Lawn 
• 10:30 a.m.-School of Pharmacy commencement, Knoles Hall 
Lawn 
•2 p.m.-University College commencement, Faye Spanos Con­
cert Hall. 
In case of rain , all outdoor ceremonies 
will move to the Spanos Center. 
THE PACIFICAN 
Senior art students at the Univer­
sity of the Pacific will show their 
work in the Art Center's Richard and 
Marjorie Reynolds Gallery May 6 
through May 18. 
Students majoring in graphic 
design and studio art will display re­
cent work in ceramics, computer 
graphics, graphic design, drawing, 
illustration, jewelry, painting, pas­
tels, photography and sculpture. 
An opening reception will be 
held Thursday, May 9 at 6 p.m. The 
closing reception will be held during 
Commencement weekend on Satur­
day, May 18 at 2 p.m. Both recep­
tions are open to the public. 
The exhibit will include work by 
cvant to- front 
<*£ you* daily yti*td.. 
Bring in this ad for half off on 
your next Mocha or Latte! 
Blackwatsr Cafs 
Stockton's Coffeehouse 
912 N. Yosemite St. 
Stockton (209) 943-6938 
* ( liti nioCul h t l r t f t i  i s c *  +  
PLAZA CINEMA 
5757 PACIFIC AVE. 178-5965 
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flirting with 
disaster^ 
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graphic design majors Christina 
Allen, David Baldeschwieler, Juli 
Cohan, Heather Fite, Andrew James, 
Jenny Johnson, Matthew Kipp, Erin 
McLeane and Amy Mellen. Studio 
artists are DeAnna Asborno, Adam 
Christensen, Anna Maria Collorafi, 
David Muster, Selene Ogden, Jason 
Russell, Mollie Steinman, G. E. 
Houghtaylen and Dean Wilkendorf. 
The gallery is open Monday 
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4 
p.m. 
Y STOCKTON'S 
m HOLIDAY , 
CINEMA 8 ' 
6262 WEST LANE - 955-5680 
Barga in  Ma t i nees  i n  ( )  
Advance Ticket Sales 
Available at the Box Office 
MULHOLLAND FLATS ,, on 
F/S/S: (11:50, 2:30. 5:00) 7:20, 9 55 
M-TH: (2:30, 5:00) 7:20. 9:55 
THIN LINE BETWEEN LOVE AND HATE R 
F/S/S: (12:00, 2:40, 5:10) 7:40.10:10 
M-TH: (2:40. 5-1017:40,10:10 
PRIMAL FEAR 
F/S/S: (11:20, 2:00. 4:45) 7:30,1015 
M-TH: (2:00, 4:45) 7:30, 1915 
CELTIC PRIDE PG13 
F/S/S: (11:45) 9-4° 
M-TH: (2:10)9 ^ 
BARBWIRE ' 
F/S/S: (11:30, 2:00, 4:30) 7:00. 9-
M-TH: (2:60, 4-30) 7:00, 9:30 — 
THE TRUTH ABOUT CATS AND 
DOGS. F/S/S: (12:00. 2:20. 4:40) 7:10.9 
M-TH: (2:20.4:40)7:10.9:30 ^ 
SUNSET PARK B 
F/S/S: (12:30, 2:50, 5:10) 7:30, 
M-TH: (2:50, 5:10) 7:30, 10:°° 
DOUBLE FEATURE R 
FEAR p/s/S: (12:45, 5:00) 9 30 
M-TH: (5:00) 9:30 
AND R 
THE SUBSTITUTE dailY; <2:50) 7^ 
TIMES FOR 4/26 - 5/02 
Music review 
Semisonic: Only semi-
feady for music industry 
ERIN LEWIS 
Pacifican staff writer 
Semisonic 
"Great Divide" 
MCA Records 
* * * 
Semisonic is another one of 
those bands that recently came out 
of nowhere and hijacked modern 
jock radio. 
Semisonic who? you ask. They're 
the guys who sing "Down in 
Flames," the song that KWOD 106.5 
can't get enough of. I knew it had 
gotten out of hand when I heard it 
playing in my car, my room, and 
the dining hall, all in the same day. 
"Great Divide" is actually not 
too bad for a prog-rock debut. If 
you're expecting it to be 11 more 
songs like "Down in Flames," 
though, you'll be very surprised, 
upset, or elated, depending on how 
you like the song. 
The album doesn't have one 
musical style throughout. Certain 
tendencies, like 70s harmonies, fol­
low each track. Otherwise, you 
would hardly be able to tell "Great 
Divide" is an album and not a mix 
tape. 
For example, the first four songs 
sound like they belong on a Meat 
Puppets tribute album. Even 
though the Meat Puppets didn't 
write them, just the lead guitar 
alone is near identical. (If you've 
heard "Too High to Die," you will 
know what I mean.) 
Other songs are so quiet and 
slow that you would miss them 
entirely if it wasn't for the track 
numbers listed on the CD player. 
The rest of the songs delve 
heavily in classic rock influences. 
Although the music is decidedly 
modern, you can feel the ghosts of 
CCR, Allman Brothers, and even 
America lingering around. It's bad 
because there's no originality in­
volved, but it's good because clas­
sic rock is finally given a poppier 
feel. 
"Brand New Baby" stands out 
as the catchiest tune. If Karl 
Wallinger from World Party had 
more of an edge, I'm sure he would 
have written this. The music is so 
strong that the lyrics need only to 
consist of "I guess that's great/ I 
guess you're not mine/ Brand new 
baby beside you now, oh yeah." 
A few other tunes are worth 
having, but the rest is a good work­
ing start. Give them another year 
or so, and I'm sure they'll craft an 
album worth listening to. 
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Senior art students 
prepare for studio show 
Senior art students, l-r, Adam Christensen, Jason Russell, Erin McLeane, Juli 
Cohan, Selene Ogden, and Mollie Steinman. 
Arts & Entertainment 
King continues the journey with 'Mouse' 
May 2, 1996 
Book review PAGE 19 
DAVID OTTENFELD 
Pacifican staff writer 
Chills and hair-raising scares are 
not very abundant in part two of 
Stephen King's "The Green Mile" se­
ries, but it develops the characters 
more closely and gives a vivid descrip­
tion of the journey into the electric 
chair. 
Book two, entitled "The Mouse 
on the Mile," begins with an expla­
nation of how the mysterious mouse 
Mr. Jingles first appeared in E block 
at Cold Mountain Penitentiary. 
The prison guards first came upon 
him as a strange little mouse, one that 
ate food like a dog, who showed no 
fear towards the men accept for Percy 
Wetmore, the brute who throws his 
hickory baton at the rodent. 
King then deeply explores the re­
hearsal of the electric chair routine 
to prepare for the execution of Chero­
kee Indian, Arlen Bitterbuck. Once his 
execution takes place, King lets us feel 
the nightmare of execution and how 
it effects those around the sight. 
The sights and smells are what 
vividly creates images of the results 
of an electrocution. The guards are 
disturbed by the execution. Before­
hand they try to do what they can 
for Bitterbuck. 
The majority of this installment 
is about the arrival of Edward 
Delacroix. He comes into the E Block 
beaten viciously by Wetmore after he 
couldn't keep up with his walking 
pace, shackled feet and all. The scared 
Delacroix then befriends the mouse 
claiming his name is Mr. Jingles after 
"he whisper it in my ear." 
Delacroix then teaches the mouse 
tricks and amuses the prison guards. 
Even Wetmore, in an apparent act of 
goodwill, provides a cotton inner-lin­
ing for the mouse's cigar box bed. But 
his main intention is to watch 
Delacroix die, and he requests to be 
the one that straps Delacroix in the 
electric chair. 
The main focal point of the se­
ries, inmate John Coffey, is all but 
avoided in part two. The only thing 
said about Coffey is that he is in his 
cell, still weeping. 
The fireworks come at the end 
though, when a new resident of E 
Block is brought in. "Wild" Bill 
Wharton arrives appearing to be 
drugged up and incapacitated. 
Wrong. 
As he is about to be taken into 
his cell, he attacks one of the guards 
with his chains and begins to choke 
him. And we're left with a standoff. 
This part is more of a background 
than anything else. King shows flaws 
in the main character Paul Edgecomb, 
who tells the story from a nursing 
home after the events he would never 
forget. 
"The Mouse 
on the Mile" 
is King's 
second book of 
"The Green 
Mile" series. 
The mouse does weird things, 
making certain pieces of the puzzle 
fall in place. 
King, being the master of sus­
pense he is, glides through the read­
ing and provides the reader with high 
levels of anxiety. The next part, en­
titled "Coffey's Hands," is sure to give 
interesting insight on the huge man 
who killed two young girls savagely. 
The next chapter should be in­
triguing, especially since King has me 
hooked. 
C O M P U T E R  C L E A R A N C E •  
SALE 
- Three Days Only -
No Reasonable Offer 
Will Be Refused! 
Name Your Price!! 
May 7 • May 8 • May 9 
10:00 am to 2:00 pm 
Complete Systems 
I Monitors I 
Printers 
Periperals 
Computer Parts 
No further discounts apply. 
BOOK STORE WAREHOUSE 
1071 West Mendocino 
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Poet's Corner 
MATT DE LA PENA 
Pacifican staff writer 
The Dairy Queen King 
when I was five/ momma let me out the cart 
jus long enough fer me ta pocket some a that sparkling pink gum 
lookin $o good up on the rack 
she didn't have no clue til we was half way home 
n she noticed the three pieces/ lodged deep between my cheek n gum 
momma said I was bad fer that 
said it was gonna catch me one day 
when I was eight/ my buddy Rob got enough change 
ta buy a Hershey bar/ one a them two pounders 
n since I didn't have no money/ n he wouldn't share none 
I marched right in that store n took two/ ta show him 
put em right down my shirt/ where no one would see 
this big ass black dude wheelin his cart by 
said I was gonna end up in jail if'they caught me 
but I crept out smooth/ n ate chocolate all night 
when I got twelve/ n moms n pops couldn't afford no 
special edition Powell Parelta skateboard/ with the new street wheels 
1 snuck inta Nectar Surf Shop/ grabbed the one on the wall 
n rolled out like it was mine the whole time 
my friends said ta shave my head 
n paint the board black/ so they couldn't get me 
so I did/ n they never got me 
Poetry reading today 
The Pacifican 
Kim Addonizio, poet in residence at the College of Notre Dame, will 
be reading her poetry on Thursday, May 2. 
The reading will take place in Sears Hall, room 114 at 4 p.m. Admis­
sion is free and refreshments will be provided. 
For anyone interested in talking with the author she will be avail­
able at 1 p.m. in Knoles Hall, room 313. 
The following is an example of Addonizio's poetry. 
The Philosopher's Club 
After class Thursday nights 
the students meet at the Philosopher's Club. 
It's right around the corner from the streetcar tracks 
at the West Portal tunnel. No one bothers 
to check I.D.'s. Five or six of them 
get shooters and talk - about sex, usually. 
Let me tell you about this dildo I bought, 
one girl says. She describes how it looks 
when all the gadgets attached to it are going at once. 
My girlfriend is pregnant, says one of the boys. 
That's nothing, says another, I've got twins 
I've never seen. It goes on like this all semester. 
Gradually they learn each other's stories: 
the girl raped at knifepoint in Florida, 
the kid whose old man shot seven people 
in a trailer park outside Detroit. 
Life is weird, they agree, touching glasses. 
The bartender flips channels on the TV, 
the sound turned down. 
Spoiled brats, he thinks. He imagines a woman 
with the blonde's legs, the brunette's tits. 
"Dynasty" looks boring and he quits 
at a black-and-white newsreel about the Nazi camps 
piles of heads with their mouths open, 
bodies with arms like chicken wings. On the jukebox 
Otis Redding sings "Try a Little Tenderness." 
One of the regulars stands there 
popping his gum, jamming in selections. 
The students, smashed, are hugging each other. 
1 love you, they all say. Outside, in the rain, 
people are boarding a lit streetcar. 
As it jolts towards the tunnel 
some of them look back at the bar, 
its staticky neon sign 
the last thing they see as they enter the dark. 
n when I got older/ 1 got better 
they called me the Dairy Queen King in high school 
took one a them ice cream cakes 
damn near every weekend I couldn't afford the movies 
chocolate with vanilla/ mint chip/ strawberry banana 
whatever 1 could grab 
til one day/ when the dude wearin a Dairy Queen cap turned quick 
caught my face in the act 
I dropped the shit n ran/ didn't stop til I was back in Cardiff 
but one a my friends said he saw me good 
n was comin ta school with the cops/ gonna try n point me out 
so I didn't go ta school fer a week 
jus stayed home n worked on an alibi 
n now I'm 22 years old/ n done with them pranks 
finished with takin fer the rush/ I'm too old now 
it wouldn't make no sense ta steal gum or a candy bar no more 
n I don't need no skateboard/ strawberry banana cake neither 
but 1 still take what's not mine/ almost everyday 
I steal the sounds from the street n call em my own 
take the stories he's told n pretend their mine 
see the truth in her voice n sing with it 
n late at night/ when no one is looking 
I can be found wide awake/ sneaking around 
thievin the beat from your thoughts 
n givin em my name 
r A 
THE GETAWAY (AG. 
Next time you want to get out of town fast, take our car. The trains 
of California and connecting shuttles can take you just about anywhere 
in the state without the hassle and hidden costs of driving. Super low 
roundtrip fares on Amtrak California's Capitols, San Joaquins, and 
San Diegans make it very attractive. Use your Student Advantage 
Card (annual enrollment $20) and get an additional 15% discount. 
Go from San Diego to Eureka, Santa Barbara to South Lake Tahoe 
(or anywhere in between) in grand style. Aboard our cars you can 
relax, listen to music, munch a snack or just take in the scenery. 
Amtrak California trains are comfortable and roomy with lots of 
space to stash your stuff. And there's no easier or more economical 
way to get where you want to go. 
If you've got adventure in mind, or just want to hide out for a 
while, we've got the perfect getaway. Call your college travel service 
or Amtrak at 1-800-USA-RAIL. 
Roundtrip 
Fares With SA Card 
San Francisco $17 
Palm Springs $85 
Los Angeles $69 
Santa Barbara $73 
San Diego $84 
$14 
$72 
$59 
$62 
$71 
Savings 
. $ 3  
. $13 
. $10 
. $ 1 1  
. $13 
Amtrak California 
A partnership between Caltrans and Amtrak 
Some restrictions may apply, lb apply for your Student Advantage savings card, 
call 1-800-96-AMTRAK. Mention Code CAL 1. 
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Movie Guys 
continued from page 14 
I park and go to the door, not 
bothering to knock. A swift front kick 
removes both door and molding, and 
there they are, having tea and 
biscotti. I hate that stuff. Just not the 
same as a glazed doughnut. "It's you!" 
cries Mutrox. Or maybe it was Dex­
ter, I always forget. 
"It's me. You two can go, it's him 
I want," pointing to Reveal. He smiles 
at me as his hand moves to his 
pocket. "Don't even think about it, 
pig." Too late, but I had to say some­
thing. 
"Seems we got ourselves a Mexi­
can stand-off," he says. 
"Yep." "What now?" 
"Simple," 
I say, "You make tracks and for­
get about that extra footage." 
"You've got it," he says. "Maybe. 
More importantly, you don't. See, I'm 
a writer, and this is just taking care 
of the competition. 
"Folks shouldn't have ta sit 
through a long bad movie when there 
are others to be seen like 'Scarface, 
'Apocalypse Now, 'Clerks, 'Clueless, 
'Trust, and 'Showgirls. You been 
messin' where you shouldn't a been 
messin, copper. Beat it, or I gotta rub 
for Domestic Violence. 
^The Flower  Box 
7135 Pacific Ave 
Stockton, Ca 95207 
Phone 477-7043 
477-5574 
E U R O P E  
LONDON 
PARIS 
AMSTERDAM 
FRANHFURT 
MADRID 
$279 
$319 
$389 
$265 
$389 i i n u i i i u  v u u u  
Fares ate frora Sa« Fianclsro. each auq based to a RI pwchase Fires 
to not jnctaH fetfaat taxes ui mssmqw faattties charses wtacti 
cat Mil Wbki $13 5 lU $11.33.1tfttUtt n to tot*** 
m ft men id* featm hfkmp«-
emments. utiicb c«i total Mum $ J.IJ * M* Wt" ® 
man ke ttqml Fates ate sattetl ti chance lestnctws Wi 
Valid fit depattnes wlil 31 Hit. 
E u r o p a s s  f r o m  $ 2 1  
Council Travel 
CI EE: Council on International 
Educational Exchange 
In the Web cts/ctsbotBe.hta 
D 
1 - 8 0 0 - 2 -
[1-800-226-8624] 
ya out." 
N: "Allow me one final request," 
I say. He nods. "Dexter, you know and 
I know there's more to the movie. Just 
tell me what happens on the missing 
reel." He glances at Mutrox, who 
nods, then back at me. "Nothing. 
There is no missing reel. They only 
budgeted for three. Sorry to disap­
point you Reveal. Have a cheery ride 
home." 
"You hack! You mean my best bit 
is going to have to stay the extreme 
long shot of the four cops on the edge 
of the bomb crater?"' "Afraid so." 
"That's a mean thing to do to a 
man." I turn to the Frenchman, "Hell, 
I'll help you shoot them now. I'm just 
not sure it's worth the quarter's worth 
of ammo it'll take." 
R: "I got more. I done stole em 
off your sergeant. Whether or not 
there's missing footage, and I ain't 
sayin' there is and I ain't sayin' there 
ain't, my Best Bit was the cops find­
ing the body of Ms. Pond, and trying 
to turn her over. Well, no need for 
anyone else to die today. We got the 
whole weekend. I'm hungry, let's get 
a taco." And with that Reveal and 1 
departed, until next time. 
Education? 
Retirement? 
Peace of Mind? 
You have 
your reasons. 
No matter what you're saving 
money for, U.S. Savings Bonds 
make sense. They're backed by 
the full faith and credit of the 
United States. They earn interest 
for up to 30 years. And their value 
is guaranteed to grow at 
market-based rates. 
Ask your employer or banker about 
saving with U.S. Savings Bonds. 
Or for a recorded message of 
current rate information, call 
1-800-4US-BOND 
1-800-487-2663 
.menca \J> KJ. 
Take 
Stock inA ri
'SAVINGS ft 
BONDS 
Run With the Hunted 
One last time 
CHAD LEMONS 
Pacifican staff writer 
Here we go now... Another twinge 
of heroin sunshine and I'm waiting. 
Waiting for the path to clear and the 
Indians to return. I feel like it has all 
happened before. It's like shopping 
at Lucky's every week, buying the 
same food. Eyes and faces peer from 
each bush, each tree, and each door­
way. I smile and wave good-bye to the 
last party of the year. 
I walked downstairs with lost 
thoughts and that's when I saw a red­
head. "Where are you in your search 
for the American Dream?" I asked. 
"Right in the middle, I think..." 
she said. "Because that's where it's at." 
I left her there with a half empty 
cup of foamy beer. I had more people 
to question. Suddenly, I saw Chassi 
stumble down the stairs and fall on 
his face. He was wearing cut-off Levi's 
that hugged his butt and his shirt had 
a nice beer stain in the front. This guy 
was one of those breeds. 
I remember sitting in a dorm 
room, freshman year, and hearing 
Chassi interrupt our conversation 
about girls with, "Yah guys... I'm not 
a virgin, you know." It was one of 
those ether moments, we couldn't 
stop laughing. In fact, we had to get 
up and run out of the room. Chassi 
followed us, not understanding, and 
screamed, "GUYS, I'M NOT A VIR­
GIN, I'M NOT!" 
Everyone in the hallway opened 
their doors and started laughing at 
this strange sight. It was a sick and 
twisted Norman Rockwell moment. 
We ran away as his voice shared his 
intimacy with the world. 
I didn't feel like talking to Chassi 
tonight. Besides, he had drool on his 
face. I told him that some voluptuous 
blonde was looking for a dance part­
ner, He ran straight to the dance floor, 
nearly tripping over his own feet. 
I found myself drifting towards 
the nearest conversation. It was a 
Bolivian arguing with a Norwegian 
about the Chinese. I interrupted and 
told them that the real tragedy in the 
world is the strange ritual of Austra­
lian Dwarf Kicking. They became an­
gry at my lack of sensitivity. I waved 
them off and spared their lives. 
I have yet to go to other coun­
tries, but I have seen strange things. 
Like my dog trying to hump a cat, or 
my Aunt eating peanut butter, may­
onnaise and pickle sandwiches, I have 
learned to take things lightly, espe­
cially politics. Still, I think I better go 
to another country soon because the 
things I've been seeing lately make 
me certifiable. 
It was getting late. Not for me, but 
for the small crowd gathered around 
the Bolivian and Norwegian. There 
were beers, two girls, and Chassi. 
They were talking politics. It was get­
ting late, though. Much too late for 
politics. Saturday night is such a 
pleasant time, why kill the moment 
with politics? 
I would rather talk about old 
Scooby Doo episodes. That's when I 
spotted a nice red lawn mower in the 
front yard. So 1 brought the machine 
inside and pulled the rope. The 
mower coughed and came to life, 
turning the heads of the crowd. 
I ran straight for them and 
watched them scatter in all direc­
tions. Someone called me a madman. 
I just laughed and shouted, "Die 
Commies!" It took only a few laps 
around the living room to make them 
all leave. 
And after that I put the mower to 
sleep, I felt really pleased with my­
self. I was the only one left at the 
party, the only one with both eyes 
open and a desire for nothing. I 
walked home with the gentle indif­
ference of the night. 
Anton Rodriguez 
Ballplay er ficshman y oar 
Little League Orach sophomore sent 
Killed junior seat 
December 28, 1993 
San Antonio, TX 
If you don't stop someone 
from driving drunk, who will? 
Do whatever it takes. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
I 
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Softball Veterans' lead the way for Tigers 
CHRIS HOULE 
Pacifican staff writer 
* Senior co-captains Kim Marsh 
and Jamie Reed have led the Tiger 
Softball team to one of its best sea­
sons in years. Marsh has been a solid 
pitcher for the Tigers since her fresh­
man year, while Reed has contributed 
at both infield and outfield positions 
in her two years at Pacific. 
Why did you choose to come to HOP? 
KM - I chose UOP because 1 
wanted a good education and I had 
an opportunity to play Division I soft-
ball. I also liked the smaller school 
atmosphere and the beauty of UOP. 
JR - I chose to come to UOP be­
cause 1 liked the small student popu­
lation and I felt I had more of a 
chance to make the softball team here 
rather than anywhere else 1 applied. 
What has made your experience 
with the UOP softball program 
unique? 
KM - I have met several wonder­
ful people that I know I will stay in 
contact with for a long time. I have 
also enjoyed competing against other 
softball programs and playing against 
some of the best teams in the coun­
try. 
JR - The fact that I was a walk-on 
and made the team last year made 
this experience possible. I have made 
many friends on the team and the 
girls on this team are what makes this 
program unique. 
How did it feel to be named co-cap-
tains of the team? 
KM -1 was honored that my team­
mates wanted me to be their captain. 
1 wouldn't have wanted to be co-cap­
tain with anyone else but Jamie. 
JR - 1 felt honored to be named 
co-captain with Kim. I was excited 
that the team picked the two of us. 
As the only seniors on the team, 
how important is senior leadership 
to the team? 
KM -1 feel the team looks to us to 
go to the coaches about some of the 
See Softball page 26 
Pacific Rugby finshes season 
Hormaz Jangi takes a break during last weekend's rugby match against 
UC Santa Cruz. 
Softball senior co-captain Kim Marsh 
UOP: Back to West 
Coast Conference? 
JEFF HOOD 
The Record 
Although the West Coast Confer­
ence hasn't extended an invitation to 
University of the Pacific, the school's 
top regent said Friday a switch in con­
ferences could be coming. 
Bob Monagan, chairman of the 
board of regents, said UOP president 
Donald DeRosa been in contact with 
WCC officials. The WCC comprises 
eight schools: Santa Clara, St. Mary's, 
USF, Portland, Gonzaga, San Diego, 
Loyola Marymount and Pepperdine. 
"We've asked if they're interested, 
if they want to expand," Monagan 
said. "If there's interest on their part, 
it (a move from the Big West) might 
come in the next few months. I think 
it might make a lot of sense for us." 
UOP left the WCC (then the West 
Coast Athletic Conference) for the Big 
West (then the Pacific Coast Athletic 
Association) in 1969, primany 
find a home for its footballteam. 
Now that UOP no longer p y 
football, having dropped the spo 
December, it isn't an obstacle 
conference change. . « 
Even if UOP brings back o> 
—which Monagan said he flunk 
happen eventually—it nl0S t pi-
would be with limited fun^infhe di­
vision I-AA and ineligible for t 
vision 1-A Big West. AUhoug1^ 
school hasn't taken steps towaru 
instating football, Mor^"deVising 
fluential backers are quietly ae 
a way to bring the sport bac_• ted 
"There are some PeoPle 11 but they 
(in helping finance footba M^onagan 
can't talk publicly about it, 
said. "Our president, contraIA would 
some people have sugge* 
like to see us in footba11. gecord 
Reprinted by permission of 
of Stockton 
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Softball captains value team's 'unity and cooperation 
continued from page 25 
important decisions that need to be 
made for the team, but overall the 
team is pretty good about taking care 
of themselves. Jamie and I usually 
lead some team members in playing 
practical jokes on everyone else. 
JR - Because there is so much 
unity and cooperation on this year's 
team, leadership by just us is not the 
most important aspect to this team. 
Everyone treats each other fairly and 
there really isn't a need for only two 
people to speak out. The team as a 
whole is most important. I really felt 
more like a comrade than a leader. 
Jamie Reed 
Is it tough being a Division I inter­
collegiate athlete? 
KM - Being a Division I athlete is 
difficult because of the time and 
training that is required. There is 
never a moment o relax or slack 
offbecause somewhere in the future 
it will catch up with you. Keeping up 
Kim Marsh 
with school is difficult as well. You 
must have strong self-discipline and 
be able to keep your priorities 
straight. Overall, it has been a fun and 
challenging experience that 1 
wouldn't trade for anything. 
JR - Yes, it is hard being a Divi­
sion I athlete. A lot of time, energy, 
and patience is needed during a sea­
son. Because there is so much travel­
ing and practicing involved, you need 
to be very responsible and willing to 
follow through with everything that 
needs to be done. 
As a fellow athlete, how do you 
feel about the football program be­
ing dropped? 
KM - I was disappointed in the 
decision. The football team has tra­
dition at this school and the team has 
worked as hard as any other school 
to be successful, but was given little 
credit. Being a fellow athlete, I un­
derstand what a life commitment ath­
letics can be and it is a shame that 
one decision could ruin all of that. 1 
think if more individuals would put 
Pacific Athletic Foundation Member 
Call Us First 
For Solutions To Your Business & Personal 
COMPtffER NEEDS 
SOFTWARE & 
COMPUTERS 
SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR 
Mac & IBM Compatible 
Computers & Accessories 
Complete Network Support 
Printers • Modems • Software 
Add-On Cards • Custom Cables 
~w» Sell Newl^Used Computers j 
Authorized Dealer For: 
IBM SHARP-
 ^ COmPAH 
^^ 9. Packard Ball 
iTml HEWLETT 
Ktftl PACKARD 
brother 
We Deliver Call Us At 
1209) 957-5555 
their time and effort into supporting 
UOP athletics rather than complain­
ing and finding ways to put down 
athletics, the entire school would 
benefit. 
JR - I was very surprised to hear 
that it was dropped, but 1 really can't 
say whether or not it was the right 
thing to do. I do feel for the athletes 
whose athletic careers at UOP were 
cut short by the decision though. 
What have been some of your big­
gest highlights from your UOP soft-
ball career? 
KM - Some of my biggest high­
lights came during my sophomore 
year when I pitched almost every 
game due to injuries to our pitching 
staff that year. 1 was mentally and 
physically tough against some of the 
top teams in the nation. My best 
game was a no-hitter against San Jose 
St. But my most memorable game had 
to be my last home game at UOP last 
Sunday against Santa Barbara. I 
wanted to finish my career at home 
with a victory and pitch well. We 
won, of course, and I pitched a shut­
out. 
JR - Being named co-captain was 
a big highlight but 1 think the fact of 
just being able to compete at the Di­
vision I level was the biggest high­
light of my career. 
What are some of your best memo­
ries from attending UOP? 
KM - My best memories at UOP 
are some of me best performances and 
some victories in emotional games. I 
will always remember my times with 
the team, especially on road trips. 
JR - My best memory from attend­
ing UOP is meeting my fiance and 
being able to graduate with one of my 
WEI UPW« 
Transportation 
$ef"vt>igK 1 
San Francisco San Jose 
Sacramento Oakland 
AIRPORTS 
Call For A Quote 
Very Reasonable Rates 
(209) 957-2827 / (800) 347-RIDE 
£3 704 Vkest Swai 
Road • Stockton, California •<<• 
• Sam's Cafe • 
C h i n e s e  &  A m e r i c a n  C u i s i n e  
BUY ONE. GET ONE 
FREE! 
Choose jrom 8BQ riby 
sweet & sour pork or chicken 
PLUS stir fried 
vegetables, pork fried rice 
and pork chow meut 
UOP Special 
2328 Pacific Avb. Stockton, CA (209) 466-5881 
TAKE-OUT 
CATERING 
BREAKFAST 
LUNCH 
DINNER 
Senior Co-captin Jamie Reed. 
best friends. 
What are your plans for the future? 
KM - I plan to attend graduate 
school and get my masters in Physi­
cal Therapy in the near future. 
JR - My future plans consist of 
finding a job in the field of sport man­
agement and getting married in 1997. 
Will there be any more softball 
in your future? 
KM - I know I will never be able 
to completely stay away from softball. 
I plan on giving some pitching les­
sons, probably do some coaching, 
and watch my younger sister play 
(she's great). But I'll definitely need 
to take a break for a while. 
JR - The only softball in my fu­
ture will be either coaching or hav­
ing fun in the slow pitch leagues. 
Ant Atonal 
565 E. Harding Way 
Stockton, CA 466-5534 
Mother's 
Day and * • i 
Graduation 
Specials 
• Special available for UOP students 
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Baseball, softball teams 
try to keep heads up 
Sports 1 he Pacific 
JOSHUA M. BASKIN 
Pacifican staff writer 
This past weekend, the UOP soft-
ball team split the weekend against 
Awo of their Southern California ri­
vals. On Saturday, the Tigers faced the 
Long Beach 49ers. Though both 
teams have the same record, Long 
Beach swept the Tigers handily. The 
only bright spots for the UOP in the 
series were catcher Carolyn Wilson 
went 3-for-7, and Beth Corriea went 
2-for-6. 
The next day, UOP came back 
with vengeance against UCSB. This 
sweep of the double-
header assured the 
Tiger's first winning 
season since 1990, 
and kept a slim hope 
alive for post season 
play in the Big West 
Conference. 
UOP held the 
Gauchos scoreless 
in both games, with 
5-0 and 3-0 wins, and only allowed 
seven hits. Kim Marsh got the call for 
the first game, pitching a four hitter 
against New Mexico State. Brandee 
McArthur had three hits and two sto­
len bases, while Michelle Cordes and 
Jamie Reed each had two. 
In the second game, UOP was 
able to complete the sweep as 
McArthur pitched a three-hitter and 
recorded four strikeouts. But the key 
play of the game, and of the day, 
came when Tristan Austin hit a three-
run homer in the bottom of the sev­
enth propelling the Tigers to victory. 
The weekend, however, was not 
as impressive for the UOP baseball 
team, as they were swept by the New 
Mexico State Aggies. The Tigers came 
close to pulling out a win on Friday, 
but were unable to close it up. The 
Tigers lost to the Aggies 4-3. 
On Saturday, it all unraveled 
when the Aggies got two unearned 
runs against starter Ron Lewis in the 
second inning. The Tigers gave up a 
one-run error, extending the inning, 
and allowing New Mexico State to hit 
two RBI doubles. The only bright spot 
for the Tigers came in the eighth in­
ning when Ramy Dickinson hit a 
lead-off homer to left, providing the 
Tigers only run. 
The final 
game was just as 
disappointing, 
as the Aggies 
completed their 
sweep against 
the Tigers. 
Though the Ti­
gers got ten hits 
against New 
Mexico State, 
they left nine runners on base. UOP 
was able to pound the ball, but left 
that many people on base, you can't 
expect to win. 
Now that the season is coming to 
a close, we can reflect on this year's 
performance. Though it has been 
somewhat disappointing, both teams 
have pulled out a decent record to fin­
ish off the season. UOP softball has 
had its best season in almost 6 years, 
and still has a chance to be seen in 
the Big West Conference post season. 
All around, UOP baseball and softball 
teams have shown great composure 
through the season, and will defi­
nitely be forces next season. 
The weekend, however, 
was not as impressive for 
the UOP baseball team, as 
they were swept by the 
New Mexico State Aggies. 
Comfortable Jjping... 
at/jld()be Jda 
Spacious 1& 2 Bedrooms 
• QUIET & SHADY 
• 2 INVITING SWIMMING POOLS 
• PRIVATE BALCONIES & PATIOS 
• 2 NEW LAUNDRIES 
• AIR CONDITIONED 
• GAS INCLUDED 
• FREE BASIC CABLE 
• NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM 
• ON-SITE SECURITY 
478-1950 
Close to malls & colleges 
39 Gateway Ct. off El Dorado & March Ln. 
1 Bedroom Flat $385 
1 Bedroom Townhouse $395 
2 Bedroom Townhouse $460 
Tiger Sports Update 
Tiger 
Intramural 
Update 
Co-Rec "B": 
BROOKSIDE DRUGSTERS def 
Forrest and the Baggers (14-2) 
Softball 
The 1996 softball season came 
to a close this week. Congratulations 
to all our champions! 
CHAMPIONS: 
Men's "A": 
PHYSICAL TERRORISTS def. Phi 
Delt ( 10-7) 
Men's "B": 
NOW OR NEVER def. Kappa Psi 
(22-17) 
Women's: 
SILVER BULLETS def. Different 
Sticks ( 14-2) 
Co-Rec "A": 
SAE & FRIENDS def. Phi Delt/Tri 
Delt ( 13-6) 
Soccer 
The playoffs began on Sunday 
April 29. All teams were entered 
inthe playoffs and the winners will 
be listed in the next issue of The 
Pacifican. 
Misc. 
The IM office is selling a 1992 
Macintosh Classic 11 computer. In­
cludes Microsoft Word, Excel, and 
Pagemaker 4.0. Black and white 
monitor with attached disk drive, 
keyboard, and mouse all included 
for only $300. Anyone interested or 
having questions should contact the 
Intramural Office at 946-2716 on 
weekdays between 10 am and 3 pm. 
Intramural update is brought to 
you by: Travis Medley, Tina Gagne', 
Megan Savage, Kim Gartland, Erin 
Mcl.ey, Noah Gold-Jacobson, Scott 
Harding, Mark Mermelstein, and 
Carla Konet. 
WAYNE KAWELL DONNA KAWELL 
MINI STORAGE 
With this ad and student ID 
5X6 = $18.00 ft 5 X10 = $23.00 
(909) 446-7997 7 a.m. TO 7 p.m. 
9055 North West Lane, Stockton, California 95905 
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(209)474-2211 
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Judy & Joy Cruikshank 
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(Everyday) 
Ethnic and Eclectic Designs 
Incense Silver Jewelry etc. 
Affordable Price 
10% discount to students 
171 West Adams Street 
Stockton, California 95*i» 
Discount Ice Skating 
at the Oak Rark Ice Arena 
Thin coupon, when presented at tbe OAK PARK 
ARENA, is good only for Public Sessions ***•" e«;iON 
promotions are in session for ONE FREE ADMIS> 
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